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THE

ALAMOGORDO

VoL IX, No. 7.

W. E. WARREN

&

BRO.

of the holiday, you will often
DruggistSr-HHHO- n
long for a little rest in a good,
comfortable rocker. Holiday
jife is strenuous, tiring. Knowa Four Year Old Child.
Program tor Tas Otare County Toad
ing this, we have arranged a A Meiican by the name of Pomposa
Aatocatka for Mano 4th, 1906.
special display of
Oiiefo kidnapped a little
old uoaaiaa sastioa, 0:io a.
AT THB

the Corner.

four-yea-

Rocking Chairs.

Xhey are so restful looking you
will want to sit in every one of
them. They are pretty, too,
and what is equally important,
quite low in price. Want one?

Alano Furniture Company.

Mexican gtrl.at Juarez. Mei., about tea
SCHOOL
HOT SI.
days or two weeks ago and made his
Value of klndergartea work
way to this place and from here went to
Miss Felton.
Higbrolls where he secured work on the
Address
J. J. Crldebrlng.
A. A S. M. as a section band.
Business Session.
The story goes at the time of the kidAFTEKNoox saataaa i:to p. m.
napping the mother, Sra. Uregorla San-cheInstitutes In New York
Mis Moon.
sent her little girl, Joslfloa, out
Needs of the Rural School
A. J. Smith
for a loaf of bread, but the child never
returned. She began a search with the Reward, of The Techar

result that she learned that her baby
was stolen uway and had gone towards
alamogordo. Deputy sheriff Abraham
Molina of El Paso gate Sra. Sanche a
letter of Introduction to Rev. E Quillones of this place and upon her arrival
here the ease was given to Deputy Sheriff Jeff Bransford who located the stolen
child at Higbrolls. With the mother of
s
the child Sr. Bransford went to
to recover the little une, and Sr.
Bransford tells it that the meeting of
the mother and child was enough to
melt an Iron heart.
The kidnapper
said he had not stolen the child, but the
facts are against him and It Is a pity
that he Is not sent back to Mexico to
suffer the penalty of this crime.
The
little girl said that she was coaxed
away by this Mexican and Instructed to
call blm papa and to give her name as
Josefina Moras, and that the two, kidnapper and herself, walked from El
Pasn to Alamogordo. Sr. Bransford
brought the happy mother and child
back to Alamogordo where she took
As
the train for her home In Mexico.
no papers were had for the arrest of
the kidnapper Sr. Bransford had no
right to bring him to prison. But it Is
to be hoped that something will be done
NEW MEXICO to take the criminal back to bis native
land, there to suffer for his dastardly

J. D, CLEMENTS,

Insurance
1

Real Estate

&

0th St., Opposite Court House

High-roll-

C. MEYER
RETAIL DEALER IN

GENERAL ITlERCHfiHDISE
Agent for

Chan)pion Harvesting Machinery
and John Deere Plow Co's. Farming Implements.
LA. LUZ
JACKSON-GALBRITH-FOXWOR-

COMPANY.

TH

(Incorporated January Jut,

crime.
Death Claims a Bright man.

1904)

Yard at the following placea:

From the New Mexican.
Boswell, N. M., Jan. 30. Harvey F.
Alamoirordo, Capitán, Santa Rosa, Tncracari, Logan and Estancia.
New Mexico
M. Bear, editor of the Roswell Dally
Teaaa Dalbart, Channinr and Stratford, alao at Teaboma, Oklahoma.
Record tbe only Democratic daily In the
We hatMfle fall IIm of Native Lumber, Sash, Doors, Glass, and all mate-tha- t
Territory, and one of the best known
polats,
above
Yards
at
all
go to nake first-cla- ss
Beatloaed
baker
citizens of southeastern New Mexico,
and solicit year trade and guarantee courteous treatment.
died at bis home in this city yesterday
morning of ascending paralysis after an
illness of three weeks. Mr. Bear came
here two years ago from Wellington,
Kansas, where be was superintendent
of the public schools for several years.
He establisbed the Daily Record soon

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxo

Alamogordo Livery and Transfer Stable
A.

J.

BUCK, Proprietor,

First Class Turnouts. Passengers Carried to all Parte of the
Sacramento Mountain.

FEED CORRAL
HAY AND GRAIN FOB BALE.

Agent (or the well known Studebaker Wagons and Buggies.
Undertaking and Embalming. First Class Work Guaranteed.
ALAMOGORDO,

Office Cor. Maryland Are. and Ninth St.

after bis arrival.
He was a staunch and .uncompromising Democrat and was a strong advocate
of statehood In any form. He Is survived by a wife and two children, together with a father and mother who
reside here. His wife was Miss Uraco
Thorp, formerly of New York and a
cousin of President Roosevelt. Charles
of tbe deE. Mason, brother-in-laceased Is editor of the Register, a Republican publication of this city.

N. M.

The Government Gouged.

MITCHELL.
Spcs,

Gent's Furnisbings,

Hats, NccK"

wear and 3i)irts.
Suits made to order, Shirts made to order and
Underwear rnade to order.
Samples on display large enough; to
see what you are buying.
Good goods, everything guaranteed. Sold by
one who Knows how.

MITCHELL.
CO

ALAMOGORDO
LUMBER CO.
Manufacturers of

Sacramento
Mountain Pine
and Red Spruce

L V M B E R
ne

--

rop

foies, eic.

Tie. and Timber
q

S- -

.

a-o- sis,

The True Education)
room Difficulties tnd how to
Overcome Them Mrs Blazer and
Miss Moss.
School room Ethics
Miss Park and
Miss Rapier.
Literary Study for Buy People
Mrs Dixon.
W E Dudley and
Mental Culture
Miss Kavanaugh.
KVK.NI.SO
I'KOOBAM 7:30 AT THE BAPTIST
School

CHLTBCB.

Music

Invocation
plin.
Address

Ay Church Choir,
Rev. Harvey Tem- -

Judge J. E' Wharton.
Solo
Uta.' A. F. Warnock.
College Work
Prof. Earp,
Recitation
Christmas Pudding
Mrs. A. J. Smith.
Heart Culture
......Rev. Tavlor.
Prof. A. J. Smith, President Otero
County Teachers' Association.
The J aril ta Visited.

Subscription Price, $1.60

THE PRESIDENT AND IRRIGATION
President Roosevelt ha done
no better oervice to the oount ry
than in exciting enthusiasm over
the irrigation of our great Western domain, and, hi, efforts to
prevent the oboorptton, by speculative companies, of fertile land
(pable of irrigation, and preserve it for the farmers, should
be effectively seconded by federal and local legislation.
His
letter to the Irrigation Congress
should find hearty response in
the East as well as in the West.
The Nation, New York.
Something had better be done
about sprinkling the streets.
The windy season is near here
and the dust is about ready to
fly. Roadma8ter Buck Willi not
put the road tax money into
water and if we get sprinkling
it will have to come via some
other route. Mr. Buck proposes
to put the road tax money where
it will do some good, building a
gravel road towards La Luz and
thus giving this precinct what it
most needs. By graveling roads
every year we will have a system of road ways good enough for
anybody.
Swan for the Park.
Parkkeeper Crlppen tells us that lie
has about completed arrangements to
purchase a pair of white swans for tbe
park, and that he may also get a pair
of black swan, too. Mr. C. B. Eddy is
to make the selection aud ship them
from New York and tbey may reach
here during the present month.
Mr. Crlppen Is doing some good work
In the park in arranging for the care
and comfort of tbe ducks geese and
other park fowls. Mr. Crlppen believes
that fowls should be cared for and that
the small boy should be taught not to
practice with bis "nigger shooter" on
the fowls. Certainly the ducks and
geese add to tbe attractiveness
of the
park and those who haven't sense
enough to appreciate them should be
made to keep out.

The party of capitalists and business
men who visited Jarllla Monday consist
ed of Mr R 6 Mullen, who had charge
of the party, and Messrs W H Hinds,
Thos Winn, H D Gilbert, T D Hosmer,
G F Medluger, L Montgomery and Dr
W M Campbell, of St Joseph, Mo. The
purpose of the visit was to Inspect the
properties of tbe Jarllla Mining Company with a view of taking hold and
developing these mines. At tnls place
Mr. A. J. King and Superintendent
D.
Sullivan took charge nf tbe party and
with the special car "Cloudcroft" es
corted these gentleman to the mines.
Fanl Wagner Married.
We learn upon good authority that the
is never too late to mention a good
It
party will take hold and work tbe Jarlwhy we are writing
lla Mining Co's. properties. Mr Mullen, thing and that's
now. What we want to say Is
one of the party, Is an old mining man this right
last week we failed to get onto the
and has done mining from Alaska to that
of Mr. Paul Wagner and Miss
marriage
Mexico.
Florence Daussln which took place at Sao
Antonio, Texas, on January 35, ult. Paul
At Forester's Ranch.
A stroll out to Forrester's ranch will Is one of the linest fellows In the world
show you what a little energy, will ac- and it Is with pleasure that we make recomplish within a few months. Several cord of this his life's bestdeed. He Is bead
acres are under fence, a patch of' barley clerk In the E. P. A N. E.
and alfalfa are coming up together and a office and Is always found to be attenfew more acres are ready for wheat and tive to his duties. We extend congrat
alfalfa. A wind mill is on the ground ulations and wish for the two many
and soon a well will be bored, as Mr. happy years in this old world.
Forrester says he can get water at a
Deeds Filed for Record.
Mr. Forrester has
moderate depth.
some 80 odd chickens and these are layFeb. 1, 1005, A. B. Fall to W. D. Tip
ing. He also has a good milch cow and ton, lots C and DBlk. 15, and water
there you arefresh eggs, plenty of rights Nos. 51 and 83 in tbe town of
butter and milk and a ranch home. Tularosa, 1500.
Feb. i, 1!K5, A. B. Fall to W. D. Tip
Within a few more years about 100
choice fruit trees will be bearing and ton, valuable real estate and water
there you are again several acres of rights, Tularosa, 93.500.
Feb. 1, 1005, A. P. Jackson to Geo.
alfalfa for hay and fruit added to chickD. Wilson, lot 10, Blk. 35, College add..
ens, hogs and milch cows.

Light
on modern

methods is shown hy our way
of selling

Men's
We don't handle furnishings that you may
be induced to buy.
We carry the kind
that sell themselves. We devote all our
attention to serving the best at the lowest
possible prices.
It doesn't take much effort to sell under those conditions. You'll
say so too when you call.

ll

This is the place where you
get what you want when you

m
1

I

want it.

Ifi-J-WOLFINGERI

Geo. Warnock

Paints, Wall Paper and Glass.

Varnishes, Carriage Paints. Enamels and Garrí- aga Top Dressing, Window and Picture Glass, Etc.
Contracts for
ALL KINDS OF PAPER HANGING, PAINTING AND SIGN
WORK ESTIMATES GIVEN.

UAURIB'S

ffcsT
HARDWARE,

Stoves and Ranges
and

PLUMBING

Jas. H. Laurie
1444444

METHODIST

EPISCOPAL

CHURCH.

The Subject Sunday morning will be,
"The Ungrateful Steward Forgive- iss."

Evening. "Isaac, The Obedient."
The Epworth Leagne will be lead by
Miss Mahood.

Tbe Ladles Aid Society met at the
parsonage yesterday and decided to
give a fifteen cent supper next Friday
evening Feb. 10, at the church.
HARVEY M. TEMPLIN, Pastor.
sj

for treatment for appendicitis.
His
Pounded and Surprised.
mother is with him and they are at
Largest Diamond On Earth.
Last Tuesday evening the good people
Providence hospital. Latest informacomes from Johannesburg, tion states that the physician In charge of Rev. Templln's church arranged and
News
Transvaal, that a diamond, the largest hopes to cure tbe case without an carried out a surprise pound party at
ever discovered, was found there and operation.
the church. Mr. Tem pi In was called
out under a pretence that a eonple
that great excitement prevailed. The
Are Yon Restless at Sight
wanted to get married, but Instead a
stone weighs 3,033 carats, of pure qual
by a bad cough? Cae party took charge and carried out a
ity and worth from (3,500,000 to 94,000, And harassed
s
Hallara Horehound Syrup, it will se nice little program and
diamond cure
000. The famous
when they left
you sound sleep and effect a prompt
which Is valued at 9600,000 will now ana radical cure, zsc, 50c. and 91.00, Mr. Templln was the possessor of lots of
Sold by F. C, Holland.
something good to eat.
take a back seat.

The Daylight Developing Machine

!

Develops your own films without the use of
takes only five minutes.

f

Eastman

To Core a Cold in One Day

Laxative Bromo Quinine Tatwa. je m
i.

Tab atontara,

,

á

Kodaks. Navoio Blankets. Mexican
new stock of Indian Beads just received.

F.

C

R0LL4ND, Druggist.

Sacramento Bitters Oures Liver Troublss.
Prescriptions carefully compounded.

Phone 25

4$999999999999v,99 9999?
1$ 9

f

HARDWARE,
STOVES,

X

TINWARE,

id

3

ENAMELWARE

BUILDERS'
SUPPLIES.
PLUMBING

!
ta Two Days.

Sf Xsfrm- - kn

a dark room. It

A

t
Ta

1

950.

The Oatterpillar Has Turned.
S. government that It Is practically
Fisher Bros' Ranch.
Read this from a country paper: "The
s
in an effort to
wasting time
On Monday last Fisher Bras, received man who will take a newspaper, three to
gouge our government.
a 10 horse Myer pump and they had it four years without paying for It, then
taken out to their ranch about a mile when a bill Is sent him, shove It back
A Invitation.
east of town. The brothers figure on Into the postoffice marked "Refused" Is
In behalf of the building committee of pumping 50 gallons per minute from a not a man. He Is a croos between an
St. John's Church, I desire to thank the well 160 feet deep. This will give the Arkansas hog and a skunk."
people of Alamogordo for the sym public an Idea what a large pump will
pathetic and generous support which do In a well at say 200 feet deep and
Hotieo.
has made possible the erection of an one that has not as yet been tested.
A uulic meeting Is being arranged by
Episcopal church In this city. A cordial The boys will report to this paper tbelr the teachers and patrons of
the public
welcome will at all times be extended to experiences with their pump and water. schools of Alamogordo.
It haa for Its
those who may care to worship with us
purpose a better understanding of the
Sent to El Paso for Treatment,
and we especially invite all friends of
functions of the public school, and a
son
Olsen,
Mr.
of
Walter
Mrs.
and
tbe church to be present at the opening
Olsen,
was
Otto
taken to El Paso' last more active cooperation in advancing
service on Sunday, Feb. 5th 1005.
Saturday to be placed under a specialist the educational Interests of Alamogordo.
J. M. White, Rector.

HOPPER,
Gen. Mang'r.

I

"The Old Reliable Place"

Koh-l-no-

Treated.

1

Hew

A

"

time last year our people will
remember that several car loads, of
Mexican children went through here
over the E. P. A N. E. from El Paso
and other points as little Indians to the
Jas. H. Laurie Superintendent.
Indian school at Chtlococo, Ok. Now a
Jas. H. Laurie has received official
squabble is up because a great number
little Indians are not notification of his appointment by the
of tbe
satisfied and want to return borne to U. S. government as superintendent of
their hairless pet dogs and tamale land. the construction and completion of
The government has also discovered the government buildings to be erected
that the children are not tbe kind of at Mescalero Agency. Mr. Laurie Is to
Indians tbe school was established for superintend the water works system
and so somebody Is liable to get left and pluming as well as tbe buildings.
either financially or otherwise. One to see that tbe plans and specifications
thing sure, when a fellow Is dealing are carried out and compiled with In'
with the government he may be able to every particular. If the weather will
get his Angers In Uncle Sam's eyes for a permit work' on these buildings will
while, but there are so many agents commence by February 1st, and pushed
and Inspectors In the employ of the IT. ta completion.
Some

Laths.

NEWS.

Alamogordo, Otero County, New Mexico, Saturday Morning, February 4, 1906.

In The Middle

Office i

4

and TINWORK.
GARDEN HOSE,
CHICKEN WIRE,

BARBED WIRE.

l$93r?

C.

SCIPIO. Rlamogordo, N. M.
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Ala

Piper of Otero Cojnty

Official

A Roe wall dispatch y iaaaarr JUh
aya: Floro Ftordena, a Filipino boy
U years of age, arrived ta the city to
day to
the school hi re. He waa
selected by the governor of the provine of Leyte to be educated In America. The lad waa selected from thoa
in a province of several tbouaand In- habitant. He came direct from the
Philippines, having arrived in San
Francisco Friday.
The boy will be under the care of
Judge WMUun H. Popo of the Fifth
judicial district. Ramond alentaras,
another Filipino boy, la being educated
by Judge Pope at the New Mexico MilJudge
itary Institute in this city.
Pope waa formerly In the Philippines
and Is interested in the youth of that
country.
For the purpose of still further Increasing the forest reserves In New
Mexico, Commissioner Rlcuards has
Instructed land officials at Santa Fe
to withdraw from all forma of entry,
excepting under mineral laws, about
forty-eigtownships or 1,105,920
acres.
Oil was discovered January 2$th
south of Roswell in the artesian well
of Wilder & Morgan, at a depth of 850
feet A large number of people at
once rushed to the vicinity to stake
claims.
A Roswell dispatch of Januarr 25th
says: The Taylor Moore Construction
Company began work yesterday upon
the Hondo government reservoir,
twelve miles southwest of this city.
The first work will be the diverting
and storing the water for Its own use
In building the dam.
The Sllnkard
Construction company, which is doing
A
the rock work, has commenced.
blast made of a ton and a quarter of
powder has been fired and another will
be made in a few days of a ton and a
half of powder.

nttr

Katered at Ik poatoAr In Alamo- Max' o. tot tranamlaalon
fnrato. Krw
mail
the aaalla. aa aaronJ-claa- a

nailer.

UHXJUmOM
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su monlh
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ie

ADVKHTI1lli R
t 1
One Inch, ona taaua
t.uo
One Inch, one monlh
12.00
year
Ona Inch, one
Lócala 1 and li cenia per line each
2S renta
per line,
Local wrlta-up- a
fipecinl ratea on long tima advertleln
contracta.
Ha

i)

PBCIAL NOTICK.
la aalkerlaed lo

eraa

ralraet

H dekta aaalaat The Alamo-car- d
Prlallaa; Camaaar, ar la collera

billa

th there was a drawtog.
prise vary tag from t to $M

A Filipino

ar receipt far aay aeeoaaia dae Tke
Alaaaaajarda New ar the Alaawrd
ITI.Ilua l ompui wltksat writlea authority from tke uaderaisned.
W. S. IHEFBEROi Maaaarr.

Benefit In Two Mean a way.
Persons who are the victims of.
chronic complaints, and whose digestion Is slow and feeble, are often
greatly benefited by taking but two
meals a day. if they are careful to eat
as much in the two meals as would
ordinarily be comprised In three. The
neuralgic. In particular, will do well to
adopt this course, but the first meal
Fhould be somewhat late and the sec
ond reasonably early.
Respect Your Own Ideas.
On the firm foundation of solid reliability originality must erect a structure. To this end you must respect
your own ideas as fully as those of
another. You must accept the ideas
that come into your own mind with as
much sincerity as you do those of an
Edison or a Rockefeller. Do not be
limited by the achievements of others.
Use their knowledge merely to push
your own.
Origin of the Maxim Gun.
Vanity Fair, In the letterpress accompanying its cartoons of Sir Hiram
Maxim, says that he first thought of
the Maxim gun by receiving a jar on
the shoulder at the firing of an old
rifle. "It seemed a pity that the kick
should be wasted. Therefore he put
the recoil to work in automatic loading and firing at the rate of a thousand shots a minute."

Falls Heir to $500,000.
months ago, in looking up his
genealogy, a Londoner discovered that
h woman whom he did not know was
using a crest be had regarded as his
own. He found she was a cousin. They
became friends and when she died recently she bequeathed her estate,
more than $500,000, to him.
A few

Men the Most Sensible.
Men, as a rule, have more sensible
Ideas and fewer theories in regard to

the number of meals that should fill
out the day's fare than have women.
Some one says, with more truth than
elegance, that "a man eats even
though he is waiting for the undertaker, and he is right."
Butter Coloring.
Butter color is made from aniline,
and the desired sbtule is technically
called "azo." As a very small quantity will color a 'arge amount of butter the presence of the chemical can
not be detected by the taste, but In
large amounts it is poisonous to a
degree.
Punctured Bubble.
The phrase "punctured bubble" Is
applied to any person, enterprise or
thing that in the beginning looks brilliant and promising, but which, after
a short existence is punctured by criticism and then disappears as quickly
as a broken bubble.
Ants Build Gardens.
Brazilian ants make little gardens
In the treetops and sow them with
pineapple and other seeds. The gardens are found of all sizes, some containing a single sprout and others a
densely grown ball as large as a
man's bead.
Japanese Naval Crews.
The average age of the Japanese
naval crews Is lower thrr. that of the
men in any other navy. No one over
twenty years old is accepted for enlistment. The average hight is 5 feet
4 inches less than that of any other
navy.

Against Religion.
Because he followed a funeral leading a dog by a cord which happened
to be colored, a carpenter at Gorlitz,
in Prussia, has been sentenced to
nine months' Imprisonment "for an offense against religion."
Offense

Pasteboard Resists Bullets.
At some firing experiments by the
Swedish government the bullets failed
to penetrate targets made of pasteboard three inches In thickness, yet
they easily pass through planks five
Inches thick.
English Cousin Marry.
In every 1,000 marriages in Great
are between first
Britain twenty-oncousins. Among the nobility the rate
Is much higher, amounting to forty-fivIn 1,000.

Against Forest Reserve.
be sent to Washington
against the creating of the Jemez forest reserve, for which the lands were
withdrawn a few days ago. The re
serve will extend to the Colorado line.
The proposed area Is a little over a
thousand square miles and will in
clude the Bromide and Hopewell min
ing districts, the mining camps of
Hopewell, Tusas, Petaca and the settlements of Tres Piedras, Vallecltos,
Canjilon and Gallinas, while El Rico
will be on the southern boundary line.
The eastern part of the reserve will
be In Taos county, and the remainder,'
much the larger portion. In northern
Rio Arriba county. The Ojo Caliente
springs are near Its southeastern
boundary and the Rio Grande railroad
between Servilleta and a point a few
miles south of No. 1 Agua, traverses
the eastern portion of the reserve.
The Rio Chama, the Canjilon, the
Vallecltos, the Petaca; the Antonlto
and the Tusas creeks water the reserve. The Gallinas mountains, the
Mesa de la Jarita, the White mountain. Gallinas peak, the canon, the
Chama and the Mesa de las Viejas are
within the reserve, which is well timbered, although much of the Umber Is
of little commercial value.
It is proposed later to add such portions of Sandoval and Rio Arriba
counties covered by the Jemez and
Valles mountains and foothills and the
headwaters of the Jemez river aa are
not included in private land grants to
this reserve. This portion will adjoin
the proposed Pajarito Cliff Dwellers'
park, thus making the total area reserved between 2.000 and 3,000 square
miles, or about the area of Santa Fe
county.

Protests will

The petition of 350 of the business
and professional men of Roswell asks
the Senate to pass the joint statehood
bill with the least practicable delay.
Leon Kneipp of Prescott, Arizona,
has been appointed superintendent of
the Pecos forest reserve, to succeed
the late I. B. Haana, who died recently
at Santa Fe.
Incorporation papers have been filed
at Santa Fe by the Roswell cement
roof factory, the incorporators and di
rectors being A. L. Niltson, A. M. Nlll-soand Oliver Pearson of Roswell,
and the capitalization $10,000. Head
quarters will be at Roswell, Chaves
county.
Plans have been completed for a
new opera house at Roswell, which has
been without an opera house lor some
time. The Patton opera house burned
about one year ago and the big adobe
house that was fitted up for an opera
house was destroyed by the flood last
October.
Procopio Cordova, accused of complicity in the assassination of Colonel
J. Franco Chaves, furnished a bond of
Domingo
$1.000 and was released.
Valles, accused of being the principal
was
assassination,
removed
in the
from the county jail to the penitentiary for safer keeping.'
Among the bills recently Introduced
in the Legislature is one to create the
new county of Arteala, with Artesla as
the county seat, in the Lower Pecos
valley; a bill that all territorial and
county officials be required to be
bonded by guaranty companies, and a
resolution petitioning Congress to establish the Pajarito Cliff Dwellers
park, west of Santa Fe.
A bill has been introduced in the
council for an act in relation to the
management of the community land
grants In the county of Dona Ana, providing for a change in the dividing line
between Rio Arriba and Taos counties
so aa to throw the settlement of Tres
Piedras entirely Into Rio Arriba
county. At present It is partly In Taos
and partly in Rio Arriba counties.
dispatch saya: Capt
A Ross we
Charles L. Ballard, member of the
council from the Fifteenth district, and
a resident of this city, has accepted
from A. O. Brodie of Arizona, hi appointment a one of the thirty Rough
Riders to form a mounted guard of
honor for President Roosevelt In the
Inauguration parade at Washington,
March 4th. Mr. Ballard Is the only
Democratic member of the Territorial
Council.
.
An Albuquerque dispatch say:
8. Hopewell, general manager of
the Albuquerque Eastern and Santa Fe
Central railway, is quoted as saying
there I no truth in the rumor that the
Santa Fe and hi road were considering a deal whereby the Atculson, Topea ft Santa Fe would use the Santa
Fe Central and Eastern tracks Into Albuquerque In connection with the proposed eat-ofIt is supposed that this
story was started for the purpose of
Interfering with the Eastern plan of
securing terminal ground within this
city. It I almost certain that the Santa Fe will soon renew operation on
Recently 2,000
the Belen
pounds of tents were deadheaded from
By
Chicago into Belen
the company.
Thaw tent have not been unpacked,
vat It la understood that men are) ex.
peeled daily to tain them from the
fralen
n

-

Booh Brings Big Pries.
The ram of $20,000 was paid at a
London auction for a "Codex
of the year 1469, of which only
twenty copies were originally printed.
Psalm-arum-

Ufa of Telegraph Wires.
Telegraph wires will last for forty
year near the seashore. In the manufacturing district tte same wire last
only ten year and eren team

holds.

"In my opinion the development
which would follow a reign of law in
Guadalupe canon would in a year or
two meet the expense of the ranger
force needed in the increase of assssed
This is not the only
valuation.
section of New Mexico which needs
attention and with which the peace
officers are unable to cope. The whole
cost will not exceed $15,000 a year."
--t
Indians at Washington.

A Santa Fe dispatch says: Superin-

tendent Clinton J. Crandall of the
United States Industrial School of
Santa Fe, who is In Washington with
the party of fourteen Pueblo Indians,
delegates from the various Pueblos
in the territory, telegraphed that the
delegates have had a grand time. They
have been greatly impressed and astonished by what they have seen and
have learned some valuable lessons.
They have been presented to the President in the Cabinet room and he
talked to several of them. The delegation also has called on the secretary
of the interior and the attorney general. The party has been taken to tbe
theaters several times, has been
shown the sights of Washington, and
its members are overwhelmed by
what they have seen.
Their petition for exemption from
taxation was presented to the commissioner of Indian affairs, and the secretary of the interior, and by them favorably
considered. A provision
granting exemption from taxation was
put into the Indian appropriation bill
and has passed the House. It is be
lieved it will pass the Senate without
trouble and will become a law. This
is all the Pueblos ask and they will
return well pleased with the result of
their trip.
.

New Incorporations.
Articles of incorporation have been
filed with the territorial secretary as
follows:

The Pecos Land and Development
of Dexter, Chaves county;,
capitalization, $10,000. The incorporators and directors are: John A.
of Roswell, Frank Anderson of
Dexter, A. W. Dowler, I. H. Spurrier,
H. C. Houch and E. V. Roush of Chi- Company

cago.

The Baxter Mountain Mining Company of Alamogordo; capital, $100,000.
Incorporators: John Franklin, Early E.
Sldebottom and William A. Hawkins,
who are also the directors, in addition
to Frank Lynch and J. Dedman.
The Bonney Mining Company of
Washington, D. C; capitalization,
$500,000. The incorporators and directors are: H. Clay Campbell, Charle W.
Embrey and Ralph E. Campbell of
Washington, D. C. The New Mexico
headquarters are at Lordsburg, Grant
county.

11
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Paper Mills In Russia.
There were last year 532 paper mills
In operation in European Russia, employing 46,160 hands and turning out
paper to the value of about $24,000.-

W. H. Oraer of tala city. who. la ad
dition to tta many duties aa
of the Victoria I And sad Cattle Com
paay and president of the Albnqeerqa
Traction Company. Is now serving as a
a amber of the upper house of the New
Mexico Legislature. Is going to put
forth his best efforts In that body for
the passage of the bill creating a
forre of New Mexico rangers, similar
to the ranger force of Arizona and
Texas, say the Albuquerque Journal.
"It Is all a mistake, the supposition
that the ranger company will benefit
only the cattle Interests of New Mexico," said Mr. Greer of this proposed
legislation. "One has only to look at
the message of Governor Brr.ile to the
Arizona Legislature to find the true
value of a ranger force to that territory, a value that would be even
greater to New Mexico just at this
time. Sixty per cent of the fugitives
and outlaw who have troubled Arizona In the past two years have been
run down and either killed or delivered to the proper authorities by the
rangers,
"People who are informed of the geography of New Mexico know that on
the southwestern corner of Grant
county there Is a little neck of land
which runs down Into the state of
Chihuahua. I say a little neck of
land, and it Is, In comparison to the
rest of New Mexico. In reality, this
neck Is eighty miles or more from east
to west and nearly as wide from north
to south. On either side of the mountains which ran through this neck of
land are rich pastures. In it is Guadalupe canon, one of the richest mining
districts in New Mexico, for the continuance of this range in southern
Arizona and Sonora carries the great
copper fields of Bisbee and Cananea.
Yet In Guadalupe canon there has
been almost no development of mining property. The reason is simple
enough, for you cannot find a prospector In all New Mexico who will go
down there to drive a pick. It is almost as impossible to get men to tend
cattle in the valleys on either side of
the range. They are afraid to go; but
It would be foolhardy for any man to
risk his life and property In that section under present conditions. The
mountains are literally full of the
worst class of desperadoes In the
country, men who have found that
there Is no other section of the West
In that neck of land there
so safe.
are gathered now a few of the most
notorious outlaws of the time.
"Now I venture the assertion that a
ranger force of twelve meu of the right
sort, sent into that country, would
clean It out in a very few months. The
moral effect of the word 'ranger' Is
great, as can be seen in the case of Arizona, and outlaws do not care to meet
a well armed body of that kind,
whereas they laugh in the faces ot
peace officers who are brave enough
to get to the outskirts of their strong-

cut-of-

Murderer of Chaves Confesses.
A Santa Fe dispatch of January 24th
say: Domingo Valles, In the Santa

Fe county Jail here under suspicion ot
having assassinated Col. J. Francisco
Chaves, this afternoon made a complete confession acknowledging that he
shot Colonel Chaves at Pino Altos
Well out of revenge because the tatted had him convicted for horse stealing. Valle will be taken to Estnnda
t
will be given a preliminary hearing on Thursday before
Judge E. A. Mann.
1

In the House of Representatives

Jan-nar- y

21th Cristoval Sanchez introduced
House resolution No. 4 providing for
the unseating of Baca of Santa Fe and
Martines of Taos, seating Celestino Ortiz of Santa Fe and Epimenlo de Leon
of Taos. It was pes sed by 12 yeas to

I nay.

Governor Otero recently accepted
the resignation of John M. May, captain; W. F. Jacoby, first lieutenant,
and Lauren Case, second lieutenant of
Company A, First regiment of Infantry,
at La Cruces, and appointed WlnCcld
Bart man cántala, U D. Low first lieutenant, and John Freeman second
I

a
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along
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raging
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the rat came wa
coast The Japanese quarantine bu- from which
raided, all the animals wore
AiAaA that strenuous efforts
the place waa dismust be made to keep the dread dis- hunted dowa, and
oeinfected.
mey
country,
ease ont of the
la this manner the plague was kept
rmini io start a crusade. In all
Japan. The small boys amused
the seaports and larger cltle boun out of
and made money, but no
ties were offered tor eacn rat btoukhi themselves
ever stopped to think what had
In. The small boys found this a great one
of these million
source of revenue, and the competi- heenme of the skins
had been worrying the
tion at once became very keen. For of rat ofthat
health. They had not been
each rodent the huntsman wa given boards away.
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to work ta a shrewd
way. Being painlaaonJon. ho
want to buy his autographs. Being
clever, ho perceived that .Implo lg
natures, such a you get if you write
and ask an autograph of a peraoo) of
distinction, would hare no real value.
"So, do you know what he did? To
every distinguished person he applied
to he said he wa a ea captain, and
he asked permission to nam a new
ship he was building after the great

.l.

at

aa

a toar paga letter, ho
every ikons thereafter b

my tint I.
that in

of the Alfred Tennyson, and pax ap a
prayer for her safety.
"Thackeray wa o plaaaed that ne
sent my uncle a aaaas diawlag to
hang la hi cabin.
"Robert Browning thanked a on.
da for the compliment of "hoped
the
new ship after him, and
R. B." would be sunchar than ha
namesake.
man.
"Uncle's collection numbers aearh
It wa ubtle flattery, that, eh? All a thousand autographs. and each let.
my uncles great folk were, wlthtrat
ta about this imaginary awahln.excepUon delighted to think of stately ter

Result of Boycott.

by adopting the "Batxl
thrusting what "has to sell (tabor) a permanent condition of peace, pros- run amuck,
perity and steady employment to the Creek plan." but this city offer In
upon us whether'or no.
dustrial peace now, with cheap coal
Suppose an American hi a foreign people of Battle Creek.
e
railroad
Second To energetically assist In and good water,
city should be chased by a mob, caught
facilities and the best grada of fair,
and beaten unconscious, then bis maintaining law and order at all times
capable aid peaceable mechanics
mouth pried open and carbolic acid and under all conditions.
Third To protect its member in known.
poured down his throat then his ribs
Detail given upon Inquiry of the
kicked in and his face well stamped their rights to manage their property
with Iron nailed shoes, murdered be- and to dispose of their labor In a legal, "Secy, of the Citizens' Assn."
cause he tried to earn bread for his lawful manner without restraint or inMar
children. By the Eternal, sir, a fleet terference.
Fourth To insure and permanently Identification.
of American men of war would assemThe public should remember that
ble there, clear for action and blow maintain fair,1 Just treatment, one with
there are a few tabor unions conducted
something off the face of the earth, another, in all the relations of life.
existing
Fifth To .preserve the
on peaceful Unes and In proportion as
If reparation were not made for the
right ot any capable person to obtain they are worthy, they heve won esblood of one of our citizens.
And what answer do we make to the employment and aell his labor, without teem, for we, as a people, are strongly
appeals of the hundreds of widows being obliged to join any particular In sympathy with any right act that
and orphans of those Americans mur- church, secret society, labor union or has for its purpose better conditions
for wage workers. But we do not fordered by labor unions? How do we any other organization, and to support
try to protect the thousands of Intelli- all such persons in their efforts to re- get that we seek the good of all and
part
not those alone who belong to some
gent citizens who. with reason, prefer sist compulsory methods on the
organization, whereas even the
not to join any labor union and be of any organized body whatsoever.
Sixth To promote among employsubject to the tyranny of the heavily
unions show undeniable eviers a spirit of fairness, friendship and dences ot tyranny and oppression when
paid rulers of the labor trusts?
Upon a firm refusal by Mr. Post to desire for the best interests of their they are strong enough, while many
join this criminal conspiracy a gen- employes, and to promote among work- of the unions harbor and encourage
eral boycott was ordered on Grape- - men the spirit of industry, thrift, faith- criminals In their efforts to force a
Nuts and Postum all over the coun- fulness to their employers and good yoke of slavery upon the American
try, which set the good red blood of citizenship.
people. As a public speaker lately,
Seventh To so amalgamate the
our ancestors in motion, bringing
aid: "The arrogance of the English
forth the reply that has now passed public sentiment of all of the best King that roused the fiery eloquence
into history: "We refuse to join any citizens of Battle Creek, that a guar- of Otis, that inspired the Immortal
conspiracy of organized labor to ruin antee can be given to tbe world of a declaration of Jefferson, that left Warpublishers, nor will we discharge continuance of peaceful conditions, ren dying on the slopes of Banker
any of our trusted employes upon the and that under such guarantee and HUI, was not more outrageous than
orders of any labor union. If they protection manufacturers and capitalthe conditions that a dosed shop
can make their boycott effective and ists can be Induced to locate their busiwould force upon tho community.
Creek.
in
Battle
enterprises
ness
with
go
down
sink our ship, we will
These men burst into rebellion 'when
Then follows articles relating to the king did but touch their pockets.'
the captain on the bridge and in cometc.,
etc.,
duties,
officers,
membership,
mand."
Imagine if you can their indignant proThis set the writers in labor papers etc.
test had he sought to prohibit or
signed
been
has
This constitution
crazy and they redoubled their abuse.
restrict their occupation or determino
representaot
great
by
organs
majority
the
they
Finally one of their official
whit
the condition
under
came out with a large double column tive citizens, Including our workpeoshould earn their livelihood," and to
callple.
in denunciation of Battle Creek,
assault, beat and murder them, blow
A number of manufacturers from up their houses and poison their food
ing it "a running sore on the face of
beother cities, where they have been If they did not submit.
Michigan," because it would not
come "organized" and pay In dues to suffering all sorts of indignities, inThe public should also remember
coarse,
convenience and losses from the gen- that good, true American citizens can
their labor leaders. The usual
pickstrikes,
villainous epithets common to labor eral hell of labor union
be found in the unions and that tbey
eting, assaults and other interfer- deprecate the criminal acts of their
union writers were Indulged in.
move,
senproviding
ence, proposed to
The result was to weld public
fellow members, but they are often ta
timent in Battle Creek for protection. they could be guaranteed protection. bad company.
unThe subject grew in importance
A citizens' association was started,
Salt only hurts sore apota. So, the
of him.
and mass meetings held. Good citi- til it has reached a place where absounion man Is not
honest
The unions have become so tyran- zens who happened to be members of lute protection can be guaranteed by hurt when the criminals are denous and arrogant with their despot- local unions, in some cases quit the. the citizens ot Battle Creek on the nounced, but when you hear a union
ism that a common citizen who has unions entirely for there is small need following broad and evenly balanced man "holler" because the facta aro
terms which guarantees to the work- made public, he has branded himself
some time to spare and innocently of them there.
thinks he has a right to put a little
The working people of Battle Creek man and to the manufacturer fair- as either one of the lawbreakers or
paint on his own house finds he must are of the highest order of American ness, justice, steady work and regulara sympathizer, and therefore with tb
have that paint taken off and put on mechanics.
Tbe majority are not ity ot output
mind of tbe lawbreaker, and likely to
newcomlng
manufacturer
The
again by "the union" or all sorts of union members, for practically all of
become one when opportunity offers.
dire things happen to him, his em- the manufacturers have for years de- agree to maintain the standard rate That la one reason employer declina
ployer Is ordered to discharge him. his clined to employ union men because of wage paid elsewhere for like servto hire such men.
grocer Is boycotted if he furnishes of disturbances about eleven years ice, under similar conditions, the rate
him supplies, his family followed and ago, and the union men now in the to be determined from time to time
from well authenticated reports from
insulted and his life made more mis- city are among the best citizens.
A short time ago Inquiry came frem
erable than that of a black slave beNo city In the state of Michigan competing cities. The tsbulated wage the union forces to know If Mr. Poat
fore the war. If he drives a nail to pays as high average wages as Battle reports issued by the Government
"keep still" It they would call
Department ot Commerce and Labor would
repair the house or barn the carpen- Creek, no city of its size is as
off the boycott on Postum and Grape-Nut- s.
pro
a
to
so
large
be
standard
show
can
ters' "union" hounds him. He takes a
city
used
the
no
also
has
and
pipe wrench to stop a leaking pipe portion of the best grade of mechanics rate, and it is expected later on that
This Is the reply: "The labor trust
and prevent damage to his property who own their own homes.
this government bureau will furnish
has seen fit to try to ruin our business
njgTket
together
reports
weekly
and the plumbers' "union" does things
of
massed
people
the labor
So the work
we would not Join its criminal
to him. He cannot put a little mortar with the other citizens of the organi- from different centers, so that the because
plain American
to a loose brick on his chimney or zation of the Citizens' Ass'n with the workman when he is ready to sell his conspiracy. We are
differ from the labor
citizen
and
the bricklayer', plasterers' or hod following preamble and constitution:
employer
Is
when he
labor and the
union plan In that we do not force
carriers' "union" Is up in arms, and if
Whereas, From 1891 to 1894 the ready to buy, may each have reliable
picket, boycott, ashe carelessly eats a loaf of bread that strikes instigated by labor unions in Information as to the market or ruling people to strike, property or commit
blow up
sault,
on
bakers
no
the
destruclabel
"union"
has
it
price.
Battle Creek resulted In the
union" proceeds to make life miser tion of property and loss of large
The newcomlng manufacturer also murder.do not pay thugs $20 to break in
We
tor
him.
would
able
agrees to maintain the sanitary and
sums of money In wages that
rib of any man who tries to supSo the white slave Is tied hand and have been expended here; and,
hygienic conditions provided for by the
port
hi family nor $30 for an eya
toot, unable to lift a hand to better
Whereas. These acts caused serious the state laws and to refrain from any
out
knocked
withthings,
needful
himself or do the
damage to the city and in a market lockouts to reduce wages below the
Wo try to show our plain, honest
out first obtaining permission from way delayed its progress at that time; standard, reserving to himself the
turdy and Independent
some haughty, ignorant and abusive and.
right to discharge any employe for regard tor
workmen by paying the highest wage
tyrant of some tabor union.
Whereas, Since the year 1894 the cause.
It would all seem rather like a comic citizens have been enabled, by public
The Citizens' Association on Its part in the state.
We have a steady, unvarying reopera if it did not rob people of their sentiment, to prevent the recurrence agrees to furnish, In such numbers as
peaceable
spect tor the
freedou; that kind of work will not ot strikes and labor union disturb- it is possible to obtain,
a most earnest taire
be permitted long in America.
ances which have been prevalent else- workmen who will contract to sell union man and
gain power enough to
Some smooth managers have built where; and,
their labor at the standard price tor to see him
oí their crimina!
up the labor trust in the last few
Whereas, The employers of this city such period as may be fixed upon, purge the union brought
down upon
years, to bring themselves money and have steadfastly refused to place the agreeing not to strike, picket, asaault practices, that have
power and by managing workmen, management of their business under other workmen, destroy property, or them the righteous denunciation of a
and outraged pabHc, but
have succeeded In making it possible the control of labor unions, but have do any of the criminal acta common
for them to lay down the law in some maintained the highest standard of to labor unionism. Each workman re- we will not fawn, truckle, bead the
cities and force workmen and citizens wages paid under like conditions any- serving to himself the right to quit knee, wear the hated colar of hito
to "obey" implicitly, stripping them where in the United States, and here- work for cause, and the Citizens' As- slavery, the union label, nor fOBtltute
our American citizenship under "orright and left ot their liberties.
by unanimously declared- their intent
sociation further pledges Its memThey have used boycotting, picket- to continue such policy; and the em- bers to use its associated power to ders" ot any labor trust
Ton offer to remove the restriction
ing, assaults, dynamiting of property ploye of this city, a large percentage enforce the contracts between emand murder to enforce their orders and of whom own homes and have fami- ployer and employe, and to act en on our business and with "union"' gold
rule the people. They have gone far lies reared and educated under condimasse to uphold the law at all time. choke the throat and still the voice
of tho
enough to order the President to re- tion of peace and the
The new industries locating in Bat raised In stern denunciation
an
move certain citizens from office beprosperity ot steady employment, have tle Creek will not start under any sort despotism which tramples beneath
cause the "union" weren't pleased.
steadfastly maintained 'their right as of labor union domination whatso- iron shot heel Uie freedom of our brotThat mean they propose to make free American citizen to work with- ever, bnt will make Individual, con- her.
Ton would gag ua with a stlrer bar
the law of the unions replace the taw out the dictation and tyranny of tabor tracts with each employe, those conmuffle the appeal to thai Amoricaa
of this government and the union leadand
being
equitable
fair
and
tracts
experience'
leaders,
the
and
union
bitter
ot
ers dominate even the chief Execu- the past offlerlng sufficient reason for guaranteed on both sides.
people to barken to the crio for
tive.
Thus from the abuses of labor bread ot the little children who
a determined stand for freedom; and.
This Is a government of and for the
Whereas, The attitude of the citi- unions and their insane efforts to ruin faithful fathers worn beaten to death
people and no organization or trust zens on this subject has been
foal fog them.
the everyone who doe not "obey" has while striving to earnfjbrima
Aflecee
hall diaplace It But the unions try mean of preserving peaceful condiTow boycott may
evolved this plan which replace the
it every now and then, led by desper- tion and continuous prosperity. In old conditions ot Injustice, lockouts, 1b throwing our people oat of work
ate men a shown in their defiance of marked contrast to the condition ex- striken, violence, loss ot money and and driving us from buatoeaa. but yon
law and rapport of lawbreakers.
isting In other cltle suffering from property, and general Industrial war- cannot wrench from as that macetees
The "union" record of assault, the dictation of trade unionism; It Is fare, and inaugurates an era of perfect Jewel our fathers fought tor aaat whK
crippling of men and even women and therefore
balance and fairness between em- - every true eon guards with Isla Ufa,
children, destruction of property and
Resolved, That the continuance of piujar ana employe, a steady contlnu- - Therefore, speaking for am?
murder of American citizens during peace and prosperity In Battle Creek aucv m muusiry sua consequent pros- oeooie and aaaraatow. the
the past two years I perhaps ten can be maintained, and the destructive perity. The entire community pledged offer la declined."
time the volume of crime and abuse work of outside interference avoided by public sentiment and private act to
LTD.
POSTUM CEREAL
perpetrated by slave owners during under the combined effort and action restore to each man hi ancient right
any two year previous to the civil of all our people, by the formation cr to "peace, freedom and the pursuit of
Noto by Publisher.
war. We are In a horrible period of a Citizens' Association.
happiness."
The Postum Company kavo a yearly
lethargy, which permit us to stand
Other cities will be drives to protect
CONSTITUTION.
for apace ta this gamer
Idly by while our American citizen
their workpeople, merchants and citi- contract
they
have a right to as for
which
are aburad, crippled and murdered lt
zens aa well aa their industries from
Article 1. Name.
of facta aaát awmcl- dozen and hundred by an organizathe hUght of strikes, violence and the announcement
Article 2. Objects.
not
Bach
pies.
use
trust,
having
or
purpose,
for its
tion
First To Insure, so far as possible, toase brought on by labor unionism carry with It any doe
editorial

The only place In the United States
that guarantees freedom from strikes,
lockouts and labor warfare is Battle
Creek, Mich.
The story? The work people, merchants, lawyers, doctors and other citizens became aroused and indignant at
the efforts of the labor unions throughout the country to destroy the business of one of our largest industries
the Postum Ceresl Co., Lt'd, and at the
open threats in the official union papers that the entire power of the National and State Federations of Labor
was being brought to bear to "punish"
the industries of Battle Creek, and
particularly the Postum Co.
This sprung from the refusal of C.
W. Post to obey the "orders" of the
unions to take the Postum advertising
away from various papers that refused
to purchase labor of the labor trust
the unions.
Mr. Post was ordered to Jcln the
unions in their conspiracy to "ruin"
and "put out of business" these publishers who had worked faithfully for
him for years and helped build up his
business. Tney had done no wrong,
but had found it Inconvenient and
against their best judgment to buy
labor of the labor trust. It seems a
rule of the unions to conspire to ruin
anyone who does not purchase from
them upon their own terms.
An lnkmaker or papermaker who
failed to sell Ink or paper would have
the same reason to order Post to help
ruin these publishers. So the peddler in the street might stone you If
you refused to buy his apples; the
cabman to run over you if you refused
to ride with him; the grocer order the
manufacturer to discharge certain
people because they did not patronise
'.im, and so on to the ridiculous and
villainous limit of all this boycott
nonsense, in trying to force people to
buy what they do not want.
If a man has labor to sell let him
sell It at the best price he can get just
as he would sell wheat, but he has no
right to even intimate that he will obstruct the business, or attempt Its ruin
because the owner will not purchase
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tS cab, oil rati In hud. a mm
i toa trata kM MM to a mop at
walk slowly
sboat tb Bsaisna m Bloc, fealtac
at rack tasarla with ala free hand aa
a SIM tatcm wlthoU; awn him per
liapa top a ralra gently with a wrench
or
critically aomc 111 working
air passn.
To any man all tbia la interring,
but how many are there In all the vast
crowd that eater tbe city dally at the
great termínala who can tell o IT band
what become of the train when once
the can are emptied of tbe passenger?
To be aure, they nave aeen the can on
a aiding oat In tbe yard. They know
perbapa that a ronndhouae la a place
where engine are kept when not In
actual nae. Bat beyond tbia tbe Idea
of tbe ordinary man are a Mt haiy.
Aa aoon aa tbe paaaengera have left
a train that ha a joat come In from a
long daaty run It la backed oat Into
the yard, and the can are net off on a
aide track. Men go upon tbem at once
and begin to put tbem In readlnea for
the nest trip. The wlndowa are washed, can freed from all filth and dirt,
aeats cleaned, water tanks cared for
and the lighting apparatus put in order.
Tbe locomotive, after leaving tbe
cars, proceeds st once to the roundhouse, where tbe ponderous machine
also receives a proper overhauling.
tint of all, tbe tanks ara Oiled with
water and the fuel supply is replenished. Then a few puffs bring the Are
box above tbe ash pit, where tbe Area
are cleaned and dumped altogether.
The next thing Is to stable the great
Iron bone.
Tbe roundhouse itself ta a moat uninviting place, with I ta soot begrimed
walls aud smoky interior. These buildings are all constructed on the same
general lines, low, one story structures,
generally built of brick and semicircular in shape. Tbe center of tbe circle
ArIs the center of tbe turntable.
ranged along tbo Inner aide of tbe
building la n line of doors, each exactly
like Its neighbor. Under each runs s
tnck of standard gauge, giving tbe
whole au appearance not unlike a
spider's web, tbe center of which is the
turntable.
Tbe turntable itself consists of a pit
walled with stone, across wblcb Is a
bridge free at the ends, but balanced at
the center on a aplndle. Hall are laid
across this, as If it were a part of tbe
roadbed.
When the Urea of tbe locomotive
have bean cared for tbe engineer runs
bia machine apon the table. With deft
hand at tbe throttle, be brings it to a
stop at tbe precise point where tbe
hundred tous of steel balance on tbe
spindle that supports tbe bridge. Then
tbe ponderous tnaaa la slowly revolved
until the required track Is reached and
the engine is backed Into the round-boosfro

win

e.

Once within tbe bouse the engineer's
duty Is done. Be baa hut to go to tbe
office and report In a hook prepared for
the purpose any repairs that arc needed, and be can go borne, assured that
his machine will be ready for bim
when be starts on tbe next run.
The engine la now turned over to tbe
roundhouse crew, who go to work on It
at once. Tbe attention tbnt a locomotive receives on arrival nt the roundhouse Is about tbe some tbat one
would expect to see bestowed upon a
race bone. Wipers go over every Inch
of tbe surface carefully, removing all
dust and oil. Others drop Into the pit
beneath tbe machine and wipe the running gear. The headlight is carefully
cared for and the brasa polished. In
fact tbe whole machine is put in first
clsss shape in every way.
Throughout tbia work keen watch is
kept for any signs of broken parts, and
any found are repaired. The hundred
or more fines are cleaned by steam
pressure.
An engine seldom comes to the house
that does not need repaln of some
sort The delicate mechanism is constantly becoming broken, aud unceasing attention is required.
One of tbe moat Interesting of all tbe
repairs tbat are made in tbe roundhouse Is tbe tightening of the tires on
the drive wheels. Bach wheel Is surrounded with a heavy steel tire. These
occasionally work loose, and it becomes necessary tbat tbey be tightened
without sending tbe locomotive to tbe
shops,
To do this a stream of oil I fed automatically upon tbe tire and allowed
to burn as it runs down. The result is
tbat the whole rim hi soon a circle of
flame. This Is kept np for a long time,
and the tire, being heated faster than
tbe wheel Itself on account of tbe proximity of the Are. expands until tbe tbln
pieces of sheet iron can be Inserted between the wheel and tbe tire. When tbe
tire baa again become cold it contracts
and clutches the wheel bard and fast
Tbe cumbersome repairs, such as
turning down worn drive wheels and
replacing boilers, go to the shops,
where lathes, cranes and forges are to
be bad. But all the minor troubles are
remedied at the "stables," and tbe foreman of the roundhouse Is responsible
for the condition of the engines. He is
the man to whom all look In an emergency, and it hi be who must look forward and plan for tbe repaln In such a
way as not to interfere with tbe regular operation of the trains Boston
Globe.

When men speak III of thee, live so
noliody will believe them.-ria- to.
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teacher says
Willie never gets bis arithmetic sums
right at all. Mr. Skemer-Me- bbe
It'll
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vertbetlr iHeaMSTe. It la nWi - i with dry. animpurtaot facta and
alls, llo you knew the edriwekM
en r ear own nutrbleaa arbata
yoa bare merely analysed and
sloert them? So hhmv than yoa
'w a man after having weighed and
eaaured hint. The function of things
always interesting. What do tbey
or How do they pay (heir way In the
iKhl economy of nature? How do tbey
urvlve? Why do tbe roots of trees
ow through the RrouiH ikr "rua.
iet of molten metal." often separating
itnl uniting again, while tbe branches
ire thrust out in right lines or carves?
Why Is our common yellow birch
:nore often than any other tree planted
upon a rock? Why do oaka or chestnuts so often spring op where a pine
or hemlock forest baa been cleared
sway? Why does lightning so commonly strike s hemlock tree or a pine
or an oak and rarely or never a birch?
Why does the Ixilt sometimes scatter
the tree about and nt others only plow
a channel down Its trunk? Why does
the bumblebee complain so loudly
when working upou certain flowers?
Why does tbe honeybee lose the sting
when It stings a person, while the
wasp, the hornet and tbe bumblebee
do not? How does tbo chimney swallow get tbe twigs It builds its nest
with? From wbst does tbe hornet
make Its paper?
I have never been greatly interested
In spiders, but I have always wanted
to know how a certain spider managed
to stretch ber cable squarely across
the road in tbe woods about my height
from the ground.

The aimless lifa cannot be the endless life.
A rough diamond Is worth much polished dirt.
There Is no comfort where no com
pssslon Is.
They who put pleasure first tire tbe

Isst

COURTSHIP

IN

to find It.

Awkwsrd deeds uru better than eloquent dreams.
Tbe finest music heard in heaven is
made on earth.
No loan ever reached a joy by jumping over a duty.
Wandering afar is not essential to
I he welcome of home.
Finding flaws in the sermon is easier
Iban following It any day.
People who advertise their troubles
never clear off their stock.
There is no promise of pardon for
confessing the sins of others. Chicago
Tribune.
The problem of living on a few rents
a day is not so difficult of solution if
one cares to limit oneself to the actual
necessaries. I'or Instance, we could
point in the workers In the turpentine
forests, who labia- hard from sun to
sun on a bill of fan- that costs not
more than 5 or Ü cents per meal. Tbe
average tation of n turpentine "hand"
in the woods per week Is Uve pounds
of bacon or pork, oue perk of
one quart of molasses and n
pint of salt. The value of this ration
Is about $1 to $1.10.
The real problem, then, is not really
bow cheaply may one live, but bow
many of the extras of eating oue Is
Savannah
willing to do without.

corn-ujen- l.

News.

Where He Mat HI Start.
A squire in a certain town bad just
finished marrying a young couple and
proceeded in u paternal way to give
them good, solid advice. Turning to
the bridegroom, he said:
"Never spend your money extravagantly and be saving in every way
possible."
Tbe bridegroom listened respectfully
and then remarked:
"Well, judge, we mlgbt as well begin
on you." And he proceeded to give the
squire SO cents for tying tbe knot.
Philadelphia Ledger.

gtraewsIIV Comment.
At a council of generals early In tbe
civil war one of tbem remarked that
was wounded and would be
Major
unable to perform a certain duty for
wblcb he bad been suggested. "Wounded!" said old Stonewall Jackson. "If
tbat Is really so I think it must have
been by au accidental discharge of his
duty."

ik

Relln Have Runa.
The word "courtship" baa no equivalent in tbe French tongue, because the
thing Itself does not exist. Stolen
even furtive kisses, may,
of course, be Indulged In. but only under a modified cbaperonage, the half
shut eye of pareuts or guardians. No
young French lady would be permitted,
for instance, to undertake a cycling expedition with ber future husband. Still
less could she take train with him for
the purpose of visiting relations In tbe
country were the journey of half an
hour's duration only. Loveinaking begins with tbe honeymoon.
For centuries, alike in the humblest
as well as tbe highest ranks, matrimonial settlements have kept family possessions together in France and en-

riched village notaries!
No sooner was serfdom abolished
thau the peasants followed bourgeois
example, dowering their daughters and
securing the interest of their sons by
law. In provincial archives exist many
of these documents, the rustic bride's
portion consisting of furniture, clothes,
money and sometimes cattle or a bit
of land. Tbe archives of the Aube
contain the marriage contract of a
skilled day laborer (manouvrler) and a
widow whose property was double that
of his own. Tbe deed secured bim
joint enjoyment and ownership. I cannot here, of course, enter Into tbe Intricacies of tbe French marriage laws.
There Is the regime dotal, which safeguards the dowry of the wife. There Is
the regime de la communaute, which
makes wedlock strictly a partnership
as far as Income and earnings are concerned. And there are minute regulations as to the provision tor children
and wldowa. The latter are always
sacrificed to the former. Cornhill.
Them For the Company.
A well known comedian celebrated
for bis eccentricities boarded a street
car the other day and duly paid bis
fare upon demand. After riding a block
or so farther be produced another nickel and tendered the same to tbe passing conductor.
Tbe honest conductor refused tbe
proffered coin, while tbe actor vehemently protested bis desire to pay bis
fare.
"You have given me your fare already," argued the man In uniform.
"I know," responded tbe comedian,
"but Ibis Is for tbe company."
Every one laughed excepting the discomfited conductor, who had omitted
to register tbe first collection. New
Oae

Of

York Times.

Your Dear Old Mather.
man, did you ever put your
arms around, your dear old mother, who
has loved and cared for you, and tell
ber that you love her and are grateful
for the tears she baa abed and tbe
prayers she has offered for you? She
may think that you love ber without
your assuring her tbat you do, but It
A Dnktltl Compromise.
"I've worn out six pairs of shoes," costs you but little effort to tell ber,
said the collector, "coming after yon and your words may bring more joy
and sunshine to her heart than you
with this bill."
"Don't let tbat bother you," replied ever dreamed of. Exchange.
the editor. "I've got an old pair tbaf II
Memory.
A Wonderful
just fit you."
Miss Antique I remember, when I
was a little tot, I could play several
The Pace.
pieces on the piano by ear. Miss Snap-pe"Ton bear so many people talking of
How very remarkable! Miss Anthe pace tbat kills.' 1 wonder what tique Tbat I could play by ear? Miss
tbey mean exactly?"
Snappey No, dear. That you can re"Well, It depends. There's the mes- member It.
senger boy's pace, for Instance. That
Philadelphia
merely kills time."
Shlftlr. th Dased Identity.
Press.
"Beg pardon. I thought you were
some on else."
making ntmaelf Astreenhlr.
"Oh, no; I'm all right. It is you who
with
was
says
I
born
George
"Cncle
are some one else." Indianapolis Jourmy
mouth."
a silver spoon in
nal.
"A spoon In that little mouth! Ob, I
dinner
Nothing can bring you peace but the
aae It was one of those after
triumph of principles. Emerson,
coffee spoons." Cleveland Plain DealA Thonathtrnl
er.
uer tout " tr,e opportunity
A prominent lawyer In n western
opporthe
never
great
deeds
conies
for
city once came east to transact some
tunity for good deeds Is renewed for business. On arriving at his destinayou day by day. The thing for as to tion be found that be bad forgotten
long for Is the goodness, not the glory. tbe name of tbe Arm he bad com to
-F- rederick W. Farwr.
see. After spending some time In useless efforts to remember he at last de.
Mlsl.tr
rided to telegraph borne to bis partner
"It's mighty queer about families. for tbe necessary information. In anThere's Mrs. O'Shaugbnessy. tibe has swer be received the following teleno children, an' if I ray mini ber cofrict- - gram: "Your business Is with Smith &
ly It was tbe same with ber mother."
Jones. Your nam Is Brown." New
fork Trtbuue.
Lit.
Young
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sWantsW mt htoflbj fffVCaar ! 1. Saw a
THBfeB
Ma ar hto antoai, that Ik
aad
BBABS Ml Ml ICO CU , a Maw Janet
to ta Terri
i !
f water to wateh tory af Raw
itos, hateas
a to eattttos) Water la th awaart to ha adrad iwafv stem. (Hit M)
" airship of It Is la labor sad tssarasiato sad
aa arare that tb
for one year (both papers I for
taramba) pea ach of ti
await frahjaary gvsrtM.
la "A
For the Masked Tiwareka" tb aether tosa ala tag Jalan I wtv
Th Cáarliilis Loa Mlalag Claim.
says tbat la baying a palm grov it to
always n isssry to ttipalau far so Hosted la the Silver Hill Mlalag Dm
eaaaty of Otare, Territory,! Baw
asaay aa'as par day or week. A aa'a. trlet,
Ma leo,
ta aw M Ha of This ofler good till Mar 1st, IfsM.
literally a a hour." la tb amount at the Lackadjoialag
Loe Mlalag Claim, a atora
water which will Sow la aa boar eat al ato lirrt palia af iba sato Charles- The New York World is read
through sn opening tb width of a ton Lode Mining claim will be found wherever the English lauguage
man's fist la tb side of a aegis.
In tb notice of location, recordad la
The main aegia. or channel, as a book of mining claims. No. 1, peg 41, is read and there is no better
rule follow lb roads of th oasis, records el Otara eaaaty, Bsw Viatico, newspaper printed. 12.00 gets
forming a sort of ditch at tb side A and,
Tb Philadelphia Lode Mining Claim, the three papers a week for one
regular time tabis is kept, showing th
l usted In th Silver Hill Mlalag
DIs year,
llus offer epires Muy 1st,
hours at which the owners of tb dif- trlct.
county of Otero, New Mexico,
ferent plantations are entitled to draw
tbe Charleston LodaMlnlng Claim 1905. Remit by post office or
water.
upon lh north end line, of tb said express money order, payable to
Tbe time Is measured by a vary curi- Charleston Lod Mining Claim, a mora
ous little
clock, consisting of a completed dlserlptloa of the ssld PhilALAMOGORDO PRINTING CO.,
metal cup. made usually of brass or adelphia Lode Mining Claim being conAlamogordo, N. M.
In
tained
of
tbe
location,
notice
recordcopper, with a small bol pierced la
In book of mining claims. No. 1 page
the bottom. At the commencement of ed
421. Records of Otero county.
New
each hour thla Is placed In a basin of Mexico,
as will appear by proof of labor
We
water
The wstcr gradually
runs filed In the office of the probate clerk,
through the hole until at tb expiration ex officio recorder, of said county. In
of the hour the cup sinks to th bottom order to hold said premises under tbe PREVENT HOG CHOLERA
of the basin. It Is then taken out, provisions of See. 2324 revised statutes
emptied und set again to measure off of the United States, being tbe amount
From appearing on your farm.
the next sa'n. and so tb process is required to hold the same for the year
ending December 31st, 1903.
And if
continued throughout tb twenty-fou- r
Be prudent this year and prewithin
from
ninety
days
the
of
service
hours.
this notice or
ninety days after
vent a repetition of tbe losses
'Ibis instrument is usually kept In this notice by within
publication, you fail or
of previous years.
tbe village mosque. In order to pre- refuse to contribute your proportion of
vent all Interference with It a watch- such expenditure as a
your inCall and see us and Set written
man is set over it, who notifies th ex- terest in said claim will become the
Gnarantee- piration of each hour from the minaret property of tbe subscribed under Sec.
3334.
THREE BEARS MINING CO.
of the mosque.
By F. B. 8CHERHERH0RN, Agt.
At the end of the ss's the opening In
the side of tb aegia through which tbe Dated at Brice, New Mexico, Jan. 3, 1905.
water flows Is closed with clay, and th First pub. 7 05 run 90 days.
water Is cut off and allowed to flow
down tbe malo channel to the next

to ra Rasara to est
entirely by tb

rrarall.
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President Madleon'a Part in Thaa
..XhiiiIiik the Executive Manalon.
Just bow the White House came to

be so designated ia a question on which
historians differ. A local historian in
Washington thinks tbat the burden of
proof tends to give credit for tbe name
to President Madison.
Tbe structure was made of Potomac
river freestone, and tbe capítol proper
was built of tbe same atone. At tbe
time tbe British burned tb executive
mansion they did a lot of other damage, and the country waa pressed for
money to repair the same. The walls
of the mansion were only slightly damaged, other tban being blackened by
Money was scarce, aud consmoke.
gress made an appropriation to bavo
tbe outside of the bouse painted. White
was selected as the best color. Madison
In n letter to a personal friend wrote:
"Come In and see me nt any time. You
will always find me in at the White
House."
Tbe executive mansion may have
been called tbe Wblte House before
that time, but this investigator says
that he has never been able to And any
record of It If Madison did not officiate at the christening it has been
emphatically stated by tbe historian
that he took a prominent part in publishing the fact that the White House
was to be tbe name of tbe mansion.
Tip to the time of President Madison
the executive mansion, wblcb Is the
legal name for it, waa generally spoken of as the president's house, but
since then it has been known by its
permanent name of White House.
Don't Be Kovlona.
The men or women wbo envy those
who bappen to be able to dress well
and to enjoy tbe pleasures of life a
little more tban those wbo are compelled to work continually will be miserable all their days, for, no matter how
high they may get, they will find others still higher. The envious person
is never satisfied and never can be.
Take the successful men of tbe city,
and you will find tbat tbe majority of
them began jnst where you did. Then
why are you not in equally good
If you ran a race with
a man and lost it, yoa would hardly
blame your failure on the race course.
You started even and ran together, and
you lost because you couldn't run as
fast ar be or lacked tbe power of endurance. So your failure In the race
of life is not due to tbe track, but to
your lack of ability as a runner.
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Legal Notices.

Nolle for Pablleatlon.
band Office at Las Cruces. N. M
Jan. 16. 1905
Notice is hereby riven that the following-namesettler has filed notice of his Intention
to make final proof In support of fats claim,
and that said proof will be made before W. S.
Shepherd U. 9. Court Commissioner at his office at Alamoirordo, N. M., on Feb. 25 1905. vit:
frank L. Short Hd. E. No. 3307 for the SE'i
NEK SWK NWK NWKNEH Sec. 34 SW
NE'. Sec. 27T. It. S. R. 9 E.- N. M. P. Mer.
He names the following- witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, and cultivation
of, said land, viz:
John Hobson, of Alamoirordo, N, M.
E. Davis, of
" 44
"
"
M. De Groodt, of
" "
f.
Wm. T.Campbell. of "
" "
1st insert.
Nicholas Galles, Register.
Notice For Publication.
Land Office at Las Cruces, N. M.
Jan. 5, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that the following-name- d
filed
settler has
notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
and tbat said proof will be made before W.
S. Shepherd U. S. Court Commissioner at his
office at Alamogordo. N. If., on Feb. 11, 1905,
vli: Nestor Herrera Hd. E. No. 32
for the
SWX NEK Sec. 28 T. 13 S R. 11 E. N. M. P.
Mer.
He names the following witness to prove his
continuous residence upon, and cultivation of,
said land, vis:
Pedro Chaves, of Talaros, N. M.
Andres Wilson, of Mescalero. N. M.
"
P. Tel les. of
"
"
Jose TeiVsiof
Nicholas Galles,
(First insertion
Register.

TESTIMONIAL
Delmont, S. D., Dec. 17, '02.
I used L. K. for bog Cholera and it
was all right. It cured my bogs. I had
three sick ones and they all got well
and done fine. I also used It for chicken lice and mites and It is all you claim
for It. It Is the only Medicine for hog

15,

Mer.

He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation
of said land, vis:
M.
J. T. Latham, of Highrolls,
N.
44
44
44
Jesse Green, of
J. D. Colley, of Cloudcroft, N. M.
J. r. Haines, of La Luí, N. M.
1st. Int.
Nicholas Galles, Register.

H. W. Scofield. of
F. H. Major, of
E. W. Clark, of

1st Inst.
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R I PANS
Tbe simplest remedy for indigestion,
constipation, biliousness and the man
ailments arising from a disordered
liver or bowels Is Rlpans Tabales.
They go straight to the seat of the trouble, relieve the distress, cleanse and cur
the affected parts, and give the system a
general toning up.
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NOTICE Is herebv gives that the following
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
to make final proof in support of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before W. 8.
Shepherd U. S. Court Com missioner at his office at Alamogordo, N. M., on Jan. 23, 1905. vis:
George T. Waldrip Hd. E. No. 3210 for the Lot
24 NEX SEX Sec.4T.16S. R. 11 E. N. M. P.

Oil

All Druggists
Manufactured by National Medical
pany, Sheldon, Iowa.

Notice for Publication.
Land Office at Las Cruces, N. M.
Dec.

ii ni

15

Con.
arfloa.

Jehke.

Harrington, Neb., Pec. 11, 1902.
I am using Liquid Koal and am well
pleased with It. I am sure 1 saved my
hogs with It last year and am going to
keep It stock all the time, as It is tbe
best thing I have ever had on the place
for everything it Is Intended for. It is
good lor chicken cholera, Ilct on stick,
insects of all kinds; It will destroy all
kinds.
J. P. Woi.MAN.
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Notice for Publication.
Land Office at Las Cruces, N M.
Dec 8, 1904.
NOTICE Is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made before Clerk,
of the 6th Judicial District Court at Alamo
January 16th 1905, vis: James W,
Sardo, on
Hd. E. No. 4042 for the W!5 SEX and
LoU 3 A 4 Sec. 30 T. 16 S. R. 10 E. N. M. P.
Mer.
He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation
of said land, vis:
J. E. Edgington, of Alamogordo, N. M.
G. P. Taylor, of
" "
14
M
"44
J. P. Sautsbury, of
44
44
I. S. Nooncaster, of
1st Inst.
Nicholas Galles, Register.

Notice For Publication.
Land Office at Las Cruces, N. M.
Dec 15, 1904.
NOTICE is hereby given that the following
Seam on the Water.
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
final proof in support of his claim,
It has been observed tbat Immediate- to make
that said proof will be made before W.
ly preceding storms an unusual amount and
S. Shepherd U. S. Court Commissioner at his
of scum appears on tbe surface of office at Alamogordo N. M on Jan. 23,1905, vis:
Emma S. Hartley widow of Cosbley G. Hartley
ponds, and in London Nature a plausi- Hd.
E. No. 3649 fot tbe Lots HX 11. 13. 14. 15.
ble explanation of this phenomenon Sec. 6 T. 16 S. R. 10 E. N. M. P. Mer.
He name the following witnesses to prove
In
change
to
it
barometric
attributes
his continuous residence upon and cultivation
pressure. It is suggested that tbe of said laud, viz:
Eli Joy, of Alamogordo. N. M.
Is due to
of

the rise
scum formation
marsh grass from tbe ooze at tbe bottom of ponds following a sudden fall
In the barometer, presaging weather
change, the gas carrying along with
It some of the solid matter of tbe ooze,
thus forming the scum.
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THE WHITE HOUSE.

FRANCE.
Wed-IIi-

rraaat

Oiasa Caaaf. Bea Meal.
T Tail4. BSAKS MISIKU CO
J

ent of bar toar la
Baraaai to grand
Hot there waa aaether ama wan
fat
rich without having anything to do
with tbe management of the Jenny
Mod concert tour. It waa Oenln, tb
New York hatter. Ilia name and business were advertised by Barnum wherever the Jenny land concert were advertised, and it didn't coat Oenln one
penny for all of tb advertising tbat
Barnum did for bim.
There waa no ball In New York big
enough to accommodate tbe crowds
which attended the first concert In this
country, so Castle Garden was fitted
up for the purpose, und the seats were
sold at auction. Now, Genin was sn
unknown batter, although be was a
good one. He went to the auction aale
of sests st Castle Garden and outbid
everybody. He ran up the price of the
first ticket until some of his friends
thought be was going crasy and tried
to Induce him to dealat. But Genin
was not crazy by any means. He kept
on bidding until he dually got tbe first
ticket for 1750. He had outbid the richest men in New York.
The next day and every day afterward for many months it was announced that "Genin. the New York
hatter, had paid 750 for tbe flret Jenny Llnd ticket."
Aod wherever Barnum advertised bis
concert he advertised that fact to abow
what a great attraction be waa touring
with. As n consequence Gcnln's hats
were In demand all over this country, plantation.
and he became enormously rich.
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A GOOD EYE, A STEADY HAND AND A
Stevens Bine, Pistol or Shotrun
"Hiéi
mn, A dbbbhsSiI n!u.t everv
iib nm.. m
felilIeunlrrsll cnmliti.'iu. tti.
li.rr jrmt'.at
&ctfyistr5tcdtyepcru

and cuarantecj to Le abso
lutely pcrfet-t- .
Don't Fail to sen for
your dealer, anil Insist lllisnaleltamloa. Itisa
bt.t'a of rea.ly reference,
on our jnods. I f you
an I appea.s to a'.l lovers
obtain them, will slii; Interest-In t!.e grand
of - tin.-- Mailed
express prepaid, upon reI rents ia stamps to
ceipt of i eke.
postage.
Purzle Free

;at

J. STEVENS

with Special Smoln-'es- t
Steet '
barrel i:na higher velocity and
larger diameter trisa tbs .30
calibre; mabes a big hole and
deep; usees stratg-b- taper
shell not liable to stick or break
in the chamber; can ba used
with low power smokeless,
black powder aad miniature
loads with best results.
Send 3 stamps for our iin nan
arms and ammunition Catalcc No,
A743
MAR LIN FIREARMS CO.
HEW HAVEN, OT.
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Nicholas Galles, Register.

Notice Tor Publication.
Land Office at Las Cruces, N. M.
Dec. 15,1904,

Notice is hereby given that the following- named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
It disgusting for a man to use but re- and that said proof will be made before W. S.
Shepherd U. S. Court Commissioner at bis offi
ligion as a cloak ';"
ce at Alamagordo. N. M., on Jan. 23, 1905. vis:
"Yes, and, what's more. It's foolish, Joe Y. Latham Hd. E No. 3211 for the SEX
NWX Sec.
SKX8ec.4WKSWXSec.3NWX
for religion such as his Is necessarily 10
T. 16 8. R. II E. N. M. P. Mer.
He names the following witnesses to prove
so flimsy that he's liable to catcb cold
his continuous residence apon and cultivation
In It." Exchange.
of said land, viz:
M.
ti. T. Waldrip, af Highrolls,
N.
44
44
"
Jesse Green, of
Saw Himself.
J. D. Colley, of Cloudcroft, N. M.
J. F. Hainan, of La Las. N. M.
"Honest, now, Jones, did you see a
burglar In your room when you called 1st Inst. 12 24 04 Nielólas Sallas, Register
tbe police?"
"No. My wife had shifted tbe mirror In my room, and I didn't know it."

Practical view.
"He's nothing but a hypocrite. Isn't
A

Detroit Free Press.
Ink will not corrode pens if a bit of
old Iron faails or tacks will do) Is kept
In tbe bottle.
He Knew tae Kaitven.
A tourist, after visiting the Blue
grotto at Capri, was approached by a
fisherman who demanded 15 cents admission.
The tourist, having no
change, gave him a five franc note
and got back a handful of coins. Looking tbem over, be said. "Padrone, why
haven't you given me at least one good
coin?" Tbo fisherman laughed, took
back bis Greek, Roumanian, Argentine
and other outlandish coins and gave
tbe tourist Italian money.

NEW IDEA
Woman's

Cfte

Matacía

b,wIthoutK'4f4ro.trfir
It b an sutlttMity n all nuttrrs wrtaining la .Ires, ami
contains tiie latest and must iwsctitsl styles to he tmiui.
anywlanr In tie insarine orí. I. If you witJi to drests well
st s ntrotletst eTjexwe, thr- Nbw Idea Woman's maganet ..: y. VMch Itsiie contain. Illustrazine fa a
tions In . .Ii n. It treats siso f sit
intercsrinj

noweti In their home life. Send your name t. day ttn SO
coin and e will enter your sii'wcription f r one yoir.acd
Mil Slfu the Hml'Ttd lery Outfit shovrn sW.e.
I hi sBir wheat ya wrilr.
: Vor
tw.. Ha BWStfwsy

foifUiaalli
llHaUuniñi4auu

fir

Th Way sf Serrnnts.
Subimos I sec Cnsuiuan ha
anns n MBtlidate for
nounced blum-lgovernor. Citimiin- - Yea: lie declares It
ia ots "great nnmumn to tie t lie servant of the ptoplo." Sumimos Servant? What! Doesn't lie uienn to keep
the place U he gets
Ledger.
f

ralííl

-

tviil.t.

Do yon really "tijoy tvlilst. Mr.
Ho lo I ritjar it' Not it
all. niudiim: not nt sit. I piny t disSlic-

Fine?

tinctly sticntlllc

gunn4.

Doston

Orndorff Hotel
El Paso, Texas.
This hotel ia surrounded by broad
All
ranges, bot Water
verandas.
heaters, ate., located outside of main
bnliding, making it at least 10 to IS
degrees cooler than any other hotel la
the city.
Private Bath. Passenger Elevator.
Electric Bells.
100 Booms.
Hot and Cold Water.
Booms Single and En Suite.
Now I the time to secure accom
modations In the beat hotel In the
southwest, with all modern conven
iences at reasonable rate, where yon
can keep cool and happy.
CHAS. A A. C. DeGEOFF,

Owners and Proprietors.

IE ILUMIN OS.
Psblitfc

trmrt Satanlaf r Itw
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I'llTB.

omc,,

EW MEXICO.

SOTICKOr AlTLICATION fO
N
LtCrea,
A. D.

Mstleo, Novsator Sir),
'

Notice hi hereby given that Morios
Meare, whose restate ec and post aa
lat address Is La Ornees, New Meilco. has
h
made application (or and on behalf of
the m Lovls United Mlnlaf Copper
FKHRt'AKY 4. 11K5.
It attorney
Company, corporation,
to fact, lor pateut to that certain Group
of Mining Claim, known a the Garnet
Group, to wit: the Garnet Eod.
MAPS
LIES
Mallell Lode aud Shoot! Lode, sltuat
ed in the Silver Mill Mining District,
NOT ABOUT LOCATION, BUT IN THE Otero Countv, New Metlco, and described by the olUclal plat of mineral
MATTER OF NAMES.
(HI and the Held
notes
survey 'number
made from said survey and now on file
Office
at
State Land
For
Urrralaa laa't Rma In the said UnitedMexico,
each claim ber la th
by
r Mraaa.
Black La Cruce. New

Alaigala

Kalrrrd al IW aasloak la
taraaa
Naw almo, lor traaa aalaala
11
alia,
auttaf.

THE

TELL

1 1

liliwr.

MarkThe t.rrman Orni laa't
lirrnan. aud It lau't aa Ofmb.

In few place will you flud more
Iksattkj, robust lira to tlic square Incb
tl.au
nini), nml tlii.s Is tlie
iliH iinn iit tlint la daily aleaaj lu tlie
bunds of our young.
llogin up uortb mid take Greenland.
Was there ever a more flagrant Imposture tban tbe name of this country?
It isn't green and never whs greeu and
never "ill be trata. Here la what tbe
gascttaef says about tills "green" country:
It is high and rocky and barren. It
is covered with eternal snow and glaciers, .Inly is tbe only montb In wbicb
there is no snow." There's a picture of
green neM for you!
How did it get called green? Well,
by an unscrupulous falsehood on tbe
part of a tenth century reprobate
called Krlc tbe Ited of Iceland. This
ancient shark accidentally ran against
the Ice patea In question with a few
other Icelanders of his own kidney.
He out buck to Iceland and "boomed"
it lor all he was worth.
He called it Greenland and to delude
the Iceland investors and general public said It was a wonderful green country, which he wished tbem to visit
with their families and take shares in
some mines he had discovered. Well,
some of the deluded creatures went.
They never returned to good old Iceland any more.
But there are plenty of equally gross
impostures. Take the Black sea, for
instance. Why black? Who said it
was black? It is no more black than
it is pin!; or purple. The ancients called it tin? "Knxlue" which means 'Inhospitable"- sea.
That was another
good old Action. It Is not at all an inhospitable sen, for, having no tides, it
is one of the easiest to navigate. Now
and again there are big storms, just to
give the sea a realistic touch, but generally speaking it isn't black, and it
Isn't Inhospitable.
The Cape of Good Hope! Good
Hope, indeed! Ask anybody who has
been round that promontory what they
think of it. The only "good hope" they
experience is a good hope that they
will soon get ashore, for It is one of
the roughest and stormiest places
known to mariners. What we should
call a cyclone on the North sea would
bo smiled at round the cape as a bit of
breeze.
The gentleman who called It
Cape of Good Hope was a crude sort
f humorist. He made his money In
he king business, styling himself John
II. of Portugal. His faithful subject
I Haz discovered it and told bis majesty
that be bad called it the "Stormy
cape." But tbe king would have none
of it. He said that he hoped Diaz
would find something else round the
other side next time he went to the
cape, so lie called it Cape of Good

u imit

1

Hope.

Why tbe Dead sea? The locality
may be as dead as a doornail, but the
sea itself is pretty lively. It is the
saltest piece of water on the face of
the .earth, ten times as salt as the
ocean. Of course there is no particular
vegetation roundabout, and the sea Is
free from monsters, but that doesn't
make the sea itself dead. It is really
a most live sea.
Why English channel? It's no more

English than it's French. Tbe French
themselves don't call it English at all.
but simply "I.a Manche."
Then was ever a more absurd name
given to that bit of water which separates England from Holland, called
the German ocean? Why German?
There's nothing German about it and
never has been. Dutch, Belgian or
British, If you like, but not German.
Then why ocean? It is not an ocean at
nil. There is a piece of water that size
between Australia and Tasmania, if
anything rather wider, which they call
a strait Bass strait .lust fancy the
absurdity of teaching the child mind to
think that crossing to Ostcud or Antwerp Is an ocean trip.
North sea. too. is absurd. Why north?
It is not north of anything in particular. It is east of Britain, west of Holland, Belgium and Denmark aud south
of Norway and Sweden.
It is not a
north sea at all.
There are some islands in the racifle
-- why Pacific, by the way? Where
does tbe peace come In on that desolate, typhoony. billowy, tidal wavy wilderness called the Friendly islands?
I.i ok at the encyclopedia's version of
their friendliness: "They are volcanic,
and earthquakes arc frequent. Islands
are frequently upheaved. Hurricanes
arc constant." Then the friendly natives! The sole reason the Islands were
called Friendly Is because when Captain Cook visited them he found the
natives had not got any arms. So they
were friendly. No doubt! But when
the missionaries tried to convert them
they had a different tale to tell. For
thirty years they endured "a perilous
struggle with the savage paganism of
the inhabitants."
I could call your attention to dozens
more of cases of monstrous mendacity
on the part of tbe map. But the editor
has Just taken away my atlas. Pearson's Weekly.

Club'

RM Worries.
a rather clever litI onts
tle book,
For Clubmen."
Thingmubob-Hu- h!
It Isn't the "don'ts"
that worry clubmen; It's the
rress.
McTlgger-IIer- e's

Ever notice bow quickly yon can
pick out the man who takes np your
lime and with whom yon never do
any business?-Atchi- son
Globe,

ing more fully described as follows, to
wit:
1st. The MaBelle Lode Claim as
follows:
Beginning at corner No. L

Identical with the South East corner of the location; also with the Intersection of lines '1 - 3 of the Shoo-Fl- y
surLode of this survey and
vey No. 59:1 Providence Lode, belong- Chiseled
ing to Claimant herein.
ISO on side facing claim wun a
mark at point for corner.
cross
A mound of stone 18 inches high
two feet base alongside.
corner of the North boundThe
ary line of Section 3 Township 22 S..
Range 8 E, N. M. M bears S. 72 Deg.
16 Mln. E.. 790.8 feet distant.
Thence North 38 Deg. 30 Min. West
variation 12 Deg. E. along line
Survey No. 593, Providence Lode as
located on the ground. 300 feet to
south end center, which is identical
with the south end center of the
location.
A porphyry stone 8x12x24 Inches
set 12 inches in the ground, chiseled
S
on side facing claim.
C. T. R.

Then 300 feet in same direction to
corner No. 2 which is identical with
the S. W. Corner of the location. A
porphyry stone GxSx24 inches set 12
inches In the ground chiseled 2 on
sido facing claim, with a cross 1180
mark at point for corner. Mound of
stone 18 inches high two feet base
alongside.
Thence N. 39 Deg. 23 Min. E. variation 12 Deg. E. H99.fi feet to corner
No. 3.

porphyry stone 4x10x24 inches
inches in the ground, chiseled
3
on side facing the claim, with a
11 SO cross
mark at point for corner.
Mound of stone 18 inches high, two
alongside.
feet base,
The N. W. Corner of the location.
Mound of stone bears N. 3S Min. E.
U feet distant.
Thence from corner No. 3 S. 38 Deg.
30 Min. E.. variation 12 Deg. E. 300
feet to noith end center.
stone 0x6x21 inches
A porphyry
set 12 inches in the ground, chiseled
N
on side facing claim.
A

set

12

C. T. R.

From which the north end center

of the location, a mound of stone
bears N. 39 Deg. E. 10 feet distant.
Thence in same direction 300 feet
to corner No. 4.
A porphyry stone 4x12x24 inches
set 12 inches in the ground, chiseled
4 on side facing claim with a cross
USO
at point for corner. Mound
of stone 18 inches high, 2 feet base,
alongside. The N. E. corner of location mound of stones bears S. 41 Deg

feet distant.
Thence S. 40 Deg. 09 Min. W. variation 12 Deg. E. along line I - 1 of
survey No. 391, James Fiske Lode
claimant herein, as located on the
ground. 1119.0G feet to corner No. 5
which is identical with a corner of
the location, which is also corner No.
1 of survey No. 591, James Fisk Lode,
belonging to claimant, as located on
the ground, also with corner No. 2
Shoo-Fl- y
Lode of this survey. A porphyry stone 4xCxl0 above the ground,
2
1
5
and
chiseled
1180
591
118f
on sides
facing claim.
Thence S 37 Deg. 1 Min W. variation 12 Deg. E. alongside 3 Shoo-Fl- y
Lode of this survey. 380.4 feet to
corner No. 1. place of beginning.
Length along the course of the vein
and the center of said Lode claim.
1499.6 linear feet and 300 feet on
of the vein.
of the center
Claimed from the discovery point
along the presumed course of the vein
on the surface S. 39 Deg. 23 Min. W.
140 feet to S. end center, and N
39 Deg. 23 Min. E. 1359.fi
feet to
the north end center of the claim
Said claim contains a total net ares
of Nineteen and(.93C) acres (19.93G)
This claim is located on unsurveyed
land in Township 21 south Range 8
East of the N. M. P. B. & M.
The location of this mine is record
ed in the office of the Probate Clerk
and Register of Deeds of Otero County
New Mexico, on Page 50C of Book 10
of Mining Locations.
Adjoining claims and owners are af
follows:
On the north by the Battle-a- x
Lode
unsurveyed, W. B. Gibbs and
Claimants. On the south by
Providence patented lode and by thf
Garnet Lode of this survey, botr
owned by claimants herein. East by
James Fisk patented lode and by thr
Shoo-Fl- y
lode of this survey, both
owned by claimants herein. On the
by
an unsurveyed lode claim
West
name unknown, owned by G. E. Mof
No conflicting claim;
fet, claimant.
known.
E. 10

eac-sid-

Henry-Cramer-

,

No. 2

Claimant applies for 1372 linear fee
along the vein, or lode being the center of the Garnet Lode Mining Claim
and three hundred feet in width or
each side of said vein or lode, sab'
Garnet Lode claim being fully described as follows:
Beginning at Corner No. 1.
A porphyry stone 0x2x24 inches,
set 12 inches in the ground, chiseled
1
on side facing claim with a 4
1180 mark at point for corner. Mound
of stone 18 inches high, 2 feet base
alongside. From which the S W.
corner of the location mound of stone;
bears S. 46 Deg. W. 90 feet distant.
The N. W. Corner of Section 3
Township 22 S Range 8 E. of the
N. M. P. B. ft M., a porphyry stone
4x9x18 inches above ground, chiseled
3 notches on East and 3 notches on
West faces, bears S. 84 Deg. 23 Min.
W.. 320.2 feet distant.
Thence from corner No 1. N. 45
Deg. 28 Mln. E., variation 12 Deg. E..
1372 feet to corner No. 2; A porphyry
stone 4x10x24 inches set 12 inciter
2
in tbe ground, chiseled
on sldr
lacing claim, with a cross 1180 mark
at point for corner. Mound of stoner
18 inches high, 2 feet base, along
side. From which N. W. Corner of
location mound of stones, bears N
38 Deg. 30 Mln. W., 9 teet distant.

D.
to North

la,

m.

nrtaUtm

VtJiJt

HENRY PFAFF
Wholesale Liquor Dealer

W. IS

a tbe
fast earner No, 4
I
at by ta Eattarty
A aaiaarrT atea
txlx:
tlral with the north ad reatar of the
A KUr rllm
P
chinatas
tooathva; A porphyry Mom. 4staS4 la
t It tarbea la ta ground,
4
on ahta racial claim, with a aat; oa ta Want by ta MaBaU Loé
rbea fe II lache ta
mark at aatat lar cor- - of tats sarvey. owned by eaaaaaa
HM croa
N
Sal scant af
karata; atoo by ta Pivtdaci patC T R.
"t retaba . aJoagmo
entad Loé. owad by claimant bare-la- .
AnbcaacT-BsjacAaaociatiort,
aVaaa Ita 2 - 1 of ta
rearing
with wtatoh R toalleta. No other
ta 8. E corner of the
of this sarvcr. to cerner No. . Idea
Early Tinaea,
Crow,
OU
known.
claim
Dag.
17
M
loS.
atonas,
boars
of
monad
N
E.
of
the
cornel'
t:ral with the
CtolnMd a kmc tb center of the
cation; Atoo with corner No. 1 of the Mia. W., 1 fast distant
each
on
100
feet
Corner No. 1 of aurvey No. 984C, vein 1600 fast and
Providence patentad lode, aurvey No.
Etc.,
Etc.,
std of the cantar of tb vein, inapt
5S. aa located on the ground. A por- Nettie Lode. JartUa Mining Company,
Proviphyry stoae 8x8x12 Inches above the claimant, a porphyry stone 6x8x12 where It coaltett withfromthe the disground, chiseled 1 and 3 on sides Inches above tbe ground, chiseled dence Mina Claimed
1
oa aide facing claim, bears S. covery point alone the presumed Family trade a specialty, ail orders will be filled promptly at
1180 with a
faring claims. 593
surface N.
Alart)ogordo at CI Paso prices, freight added.
mark at point for corner. Mound 984 16 Deg. 45 Mln. E. 2625 feet dis- course of tb rainB. on22 the
feet to north
37 Dec. 06 Mln.
of stones 18 Inches high. 2 feet base, tant.
W.
Mln.
Deg.
06
Thence N. 37 Dag. 06 Min. E. vari- end center and 8. 37
alongside.
canter of the
Thence S. 45 Deg. 28 Mln. W. vari- ation 12 Deg. E. from corner No. 4. 1478 feet to South and
1500 feet to corner No. 1. place of claim.
ation 12 Deg. E. along line
Total area claimed In the Garnet
survey No. 593 Providence patented beginning. Thla line at 950.4 feet
for which patent la applied
located on the ground, from corner No. 4 intersect with Group, Fifty-twlode, as same
(52.114)
o
and
1372 feet to corner No. 4. Thla line boundary Une of Section 3. Township for, is
acres.
intersects at 723.6 feet from corner 22 S., Range 8 E. at N. 89 Dec.
Any and all persons claiming ad vers-lNo. 3 the end boundary line of Sec- Mln. E. 2342 feet from the N. W.
any portion of said mine or surface
tion 3. Township 22 S.. Range 8 E. at corner of said section 3. and S. 89
N. 89 Deg. 11 Mln. E. 1154.7 feet from Dec- - H Mln. W. 277 feet from the ground, are required to file their adthe N. W. corner of said section 3 and M corner of North boundary line of verse claim with the Register of said
Land Office at Las Cruces, within sixty
S. 89 Deg. U Min. W. 1464.3 feet from said section 3.
3.
Lode, days from the date of the first legal pubTotal net area of Shoo-Fl4 corner on N. line of said Section
that being within
Corner No. 4 is identical with the 18.164 acres, less area in conflict with lication of thla noticeprovided
by statute
slitv dav period
South West corner of the location. survey No. 593, Providence patented thethey'wllf
be forever barred by virtue
A
porphyry stone 5x12x30 Inches lode; as located on the ground, 4.776 or
claim
any
making
lode, as of said statute from
set 15 inches in the ground, chiseled acres. Net area of Shoo-Flwhatever.
4 on side facing claim, with a cross claimed, 13.388 acres.
All that part of the Providence pat1180
NICHOLAS GALLES, Register.
mark at point for corner.
Mound of stones 18 inches high. 2 feet ented lode that lies within the bound- FALL & MOORE, Att'y.,for applicant.
y
Shoo-Fl30
Lode,
aries of the
base, alongside. Thence N. 38 Deg.
Las Cruces, N. M.,
Min. W. variation 11 Deg. 30 Mln. E., 4.776 aerea, is hereby disclaimed as a
3
04
12
Inst'n.
First
y
Shoo-Flporpart
A
center;
of
Lode.
the
300 feet to south end
This claim is located on the N. W.
phyry stone 5x9x24 Inches set. 12
S
4 of Section 3. Township 22 S., Range
WANTED.
inches In the ground, chtoeled
on North face, from which the C. T. R. 8 East, and Township 21 S. Range 8
Liver
Bank
and
Spbciai. Rkprksentativb in this
south end center of the location, E., unsurveyed. of the N. M. P. B. county and adjoining territories, to rep
mound of stones, bears S. 45 Deg. ft M.
resent and advertise an old established
S. D.
The location of this Mine is re- business house of solid financial stand
28 Min. W., 40 feet distant At 566.2
of
boundary
line
corded in the office of the Probate Ins. Salarv S21 weeklv, with Expense
feet intersects North
Free Wagon Yard. TULAROSA, N. M.
Section 3. Townahlp 22 S., Range 8 Clerk and Register of Deeds of the advanced each Monday by check direct Retail Hay, Grain and Feed.
E. at N. 89 Deg. 11 Min. E.. 340 feet County of Otero, New Mexico, on from headquarters.
Horse and buggy
from the N. W. corner of said sec- Page 533 of Book 16 of Mining Loca- furnished when necessary; position pertion 3, and S. 89 Deg. 11 Mln. W., tions.
manent. Address Blew Bros, ft Co.,
Adjoining and conflicting claims Dept. A, Monon Bldg., Chicago, 111.
corner on said North
2279 feet from
boundary line of said Section 3. At and the owners thereof are as follows: 10441
fiOO feet corner No. 1, the place of beWill show you at a glance that the
ginning.
Total net area of the Garnet Lede,
(18.79) acres.
eighteen and
This claim forms a portion of unsurveyed Township 21 S.. Range 8
of
East, and a part of the N. W.
reaches all the important points in Mexico. The table
Section 3. Township 22 S., Range 8
land of the Republic is traversed in its entirety by the
East. N. M. P. B. ft M.
reThe location of this Mine is
corded in the office of the Probate
Clerk and Register of Deeds of the
County of Otero. New Mexico, on
Page 506 of Book 16 of Mining Locations.
Adjoining claims and their owners
along which line are to be found the most desirable reHave you investigated the advantages oí a
On the North, the
are as follows:
sorts in the world for both summer and winter, notable
MaBelle Lode, of this survey, owned
which are Guadalajara, Lake Chápala, and
among
unby
an
by claimant herein, also
journey via
Aguascalientes, which are high and dry, and every day
surveyed claim, name unknown, G.
in the year pleasant and every night cool.
On the South
E. Moltett, Claimant.
by the Monarch Lode, unsurveyed.
Germain De Menles. Claimant; East
SUNSHINE AND STRAWBERRIES EVERY DAY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
by the Providence patented lode,
owned by Claimant heiein; West by
the New York lode, unsurveyed, P.
FOR INFORMATION APPLY TO
No conflicting
A. Kelley, Claimant.
W. D. MURDOCK,
claims known.
Claimed along the renter of the
Geo- - Passenger Agent, Mexico City.
vein 1372 feet and 300 feet on each
If not let us send you our descriptive pamphlets,
side of the vein; Claimed from the
discovery point along the presumed
course of the vein on the surface N.
"The way Book of the Golden State Limited" and
15 Deg. 28 Min. E. 235 feet to North
end center, and south 45 Deg. 28 Min.
"The Golden State Limited." A postal card with
W. 1137 feet to the South end center
of the claim.
your name and address will bring them, gratis.
At US.

e.

W. H. McWILLIAMB,

1-

Manager,
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1

114-10-
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Saloon

Stable
Tularosa
TIPTON, Proprietor.

THE MAP OF MEXICO

The MLXiCAN CENTRAL RAILWAY
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ABOUT

THAT TRIP EAST.
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Mexican Central Railway,

Liiei

BL PASO ROUTE

No.

3

Lode.
The Shoo-Fl- y
Claimant applies for 1500 linear
feet along the vein, lode or center
of the Shoo-Fl- y
Lode claim and 300
feet on each side of 3aid vein, lode
or center, except as hereinafter dis-

Beginning at Corner No.

1,

Mound of stone 18 inches high, 2 feet
l.ase, alongside, from which the
corner of the north line of Section
X Township 22 S
Range 8 East, of
the N. M. P. B. ft M., a porphyry
tone 6x8x10 inches above ground,
-biseled Vt on N. face bears S. 7
Deg. 09 Min. W.. 437.8 feet distant.
Thence N. 79 Deg. 15 Min. W. vari-itio- n
11 Deg. 59 Min. E., along line
! - 1 of survey No. 591. James Fisk
l)de, as located on the ground. 2S3.6
'eet to North end center, which is
dentical with the North end center

ON CREDIT

mark at point for corner.

the location.

A

porphyry stone

5x8x24 inches, set 12 inches in the
ground, chiseled
N
on South
face. Thence 305 C. T. R. feet in same
Hrection to corner No. 2, which is
:dcntical with the N. W. corner of
'he location; also with corner No. 1.
lames Fisk patented lode, as located
on the ground. Also with corner No.
5 of the MaBelle
Lode of this survey, a porphyry stone. 4x6x10 inchthe
ground, chiseled
's above
1
5
and 2 on sides facing
591 1180
1180 claims,
a
with

toss

mark at point for corner.
Mound of stones 18 inches high, 2
feet base alongside.
Thence S. 37
Deg. 06 Mln. W.. variation 12 Deg. E
ilong line
1
MaBelle Lode of this
survey, and at 380.4 feet intersects
'lne 2 - 1 of survey No. 593 of the
Providence Lode, as located on the
xround, at N. 38 Deg. 30 Min. 278.6
feet from corner No. 2 thereof as

'ocated on the ground; A porphyry
done 12x12x12 inches above the
ground, chiseled 2 on W. face. At
G99.3 feet from 593 corner No. 2 intersects North boundary line of Section 3. Township 22 S.. Range 8 E
it N. 89 Deg. 11 Min.. 1673.3 feet from
the N. W. corner of said Section ó
md S. 89 Deg. 11 Mln. W. 945.7 feet
from the M corner on North boundary line of said section J at 1500
teet Corner No. 3. Limestone 8 x 12
T.24 inches
set T2 inches In the
ground, chiseled
3
on side facing
laim
with a 1180 cross
mark
it point for corner. Mound of stone
18 inches high, 2 feet base, alongside;
'rom which tbe S. W, corner of the
location, mound of stones bears S.
38 Deg. W., 12 feet distant.
Thence S. 79 Deg. 15 Mln. E., variation 11 Deg. 45 Mln. E. at 138.7 feet
'ntersects line 2 - 3 of survey No. 593.
Providence Lode, at 8. 45 Deg. 28
Min. W., 999.5 feet from corner No.
thereof, as located on the ground,
intersection marked by a quarts stone
5x12x24 inches set 12 Inches in the
ground, chiseled P. 1 on West face:
it 305 feet South 593 end center of
Shoo-Fl- y
Lode, a porphyry stone
1x12x24 inches set 12 inches In the
ground, chiseled
S
on North
'ace, from which C. T. R. the south
end center of the location a mound
-

BAST

Gen'l. Pass. Agt.,

which

the

El Paso, Texas.

of

WE

Pacific Railway

A. N. BROWN,

N. E. corner of
the location; also with Corner No. 2
survey No. 591, James Fisk patented
lode, owned by claimant herein, as
located on the ground. A granite
stone 10x10x12 Inches above the
ground, chiseled 2 and 1 on sides
1180
racing claims. 591
with a

ross
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"The Finest Equipped Train in the States."

claimed.
is identical with

Texas

Celebrated Century Fanning

Mills

Stand without a rival in assorting grain
and seeds, separates and grades grain
and sesda of all kinds, cleans perfectly.
Cash or easy monthly payments.

WE

KTJN

TRUST HONEST PEOPLE

Located In all parti of the world. Write
for free catalogue.

CENTURY MANUFACTURING CO.,
Ea,t St Louis. III.

Dt
Department No. 2098, East St. Louis,

111.

WE
BUN

The Night Express leu ves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m., Mountain
time, solid vestibuletl train through to New Orleans, Shreveport
and St. Louis without change. Carries through sleepers Los Angles to St. Louis, Shreveport, New Orleans and intermediate points.
Direct connections made for all points North, East and Southeast.
Ask your local agent for schedules, rates and other information,
or address

R. W. CURTIS,
Southwesten) Passenger Agent,
EL PASO. TEXAS.
L. G. LEONARD,
E. P. TURNER,
Traveling Passenger Agent,
Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,

Carl's Ice Factory

Manufactures Ice from Pure MouQtain Water. Also Pure
Distilled Water. All orders promptly filled.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

"

GEO. CRRL, PROP.

No trouble to answer

Ti

I

BY
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Awful Headarbtt
Aro euro indications of soma form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and aboyo all,
don't take calomel or quinine both are dangerous

$3.00 PER DAY.
SPECIAL RATES

HERBINE

WEEK OR MONTH.

ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.

Porter Meets

All

question.

m

if"

HOTEL ALAMOGORDO

DALLAS, TEXAS.

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, pot
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.

Trains.

ava.
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TRY
SOo cx Ootflo.

IT

TO-DA-

AHDruulst.

Sold and Guaranteed by F. C. Rolland.
CREDIT

yMB
NIaMB

FREE.

SaaWJaaaaaaaByr".

SaWaattwMI

CA,balanc 6.00m month,
boys thia 3 year guaranteed I
Buggy $37.60 on time pay. I

La Internacional
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CIGARS
MANUFACTURED

BY

Kohlberg Bros.
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dy that Is said
to he roo,! fur
kidney rom

plalat.
without

bat
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pern

mm

relief.
Often when
alone la the boose the backache has
hew eo had that It brought team to
Br eye. The pais at tinea waa eo lateóte thai I waa compelled to gire ap
my ho ehrjla dutlea and lie down.
There were headaches, dliziaoaa and
blood mail lag to my head to eauae
bleeding at the note. The tret box of
Doan'a Kidney PUIa benefited me eo
much that I continued the treatment
The stinging pala ta the email of my
back, the ragbag of blood to the head
and other aymptoma disappeared."
Doan'a Kidney Pilla for tale by all
dealers. M ceats per box.
Foster-Milbur-

n

Co., Buffalo, N. T.

Alter the Piatol Carrier.
the agitation In Texaa
against the habit of carrying concealed
weapon, the Baa Antonio Exprese
saya that "if the Legislature should
provide for the iaaaance of a license
to carry weapons under the terms suggested, and provide a heavy penalty
for those who carry any deadly weapons without complying with the law,
the double purpose might be subserved
of adding to the revenues of the state,
besides doing away entirely with the
concealed weapon. It It probable that
a great many of those persons who
now go about with a pistol under their
or concealed about some other
l
part of their person, would relinquish
the practice altogether because of their
objection to wearing the badge. The
others would give notice all the time
of being armed, and could not then
take the mean advantage which the
concealed weapon would afford.'
Encon raging

ooat-tai-

Punishirt)
Partially Indorsing President Roosevelt's recommendation of the whipping
post for wife beaters, the Des Moines
Capital says that "we have on a former
occasion suggested a plan to local
courts which we would certainly put
in application if within our power, and
to which we would adhere until a
higher court of competent jurisdiction
should declare the same to be void.
That plan is that every blow struck
should be considere a distinct and
separate offense; that as many separate and distinct Informations should
be required to plead to each one. With
the power In the magistrate's hands to
make the punishment for each conviction either concurrent or supplementary, there would be a greater chance
to deal with this class of offenders
somewhat as they deserve."
LITE SHINGLE STAIN.
The beat root stain on tna market.
Sample color boards to select from.
Ask your dealer or write us. The
Humphrey-Jone- a
Iter, Co., 1121 Arapahoe t, Denver. Colo.
"Money,"

said the Wise Man, "does,
not bring happiness." "Oh, yes It
does," said the Still Wiser Man. "11
you have just enough of it."
A OtJABJUVTKKD COBB FOB PILES.
lila. Bond. SIssSIIH or Protruding Piles. Youi
dmagist will refund nosey If PAZO OI5TKS3I
bo U toy. Ste.
fail, to cere yon 1b
The man who la unable to bear
fortune Is Indeed unfortunate.

mis-

A man who Is in politics for the
good of the people usually considers
kis family tbe people.

TEA
Schilling's Best is packed
in a way to keep it good a
long time; it is never loose.
Write tar ear

bnUp

took, A. Schilling

Yon can't always tell from the melancholy woman's sighs how much abe
weighs.

NEGLECT

WOMEN'S

SUFFER.NGTHESUREPENALn
Health Thus Lost Is Restored by Lydla
B. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound.
How aaanay women do yon know who
are crfestly well and atroné? We
hear every day the tame story oves and
over again. " l do not teei weu ; i
so tired all the time ! "

AWh,
More than likely yon apeak the tame
words yourself, and no doubt you feel
far from well. The cause may be easily
traced to aome derangement of the female organs which manifests itself in
derareasfoi of spirits, reluctance to go
anywhere or do anything, backache,
bearing-dow- n
paint, flatulency, nerv- , sleeplessness, lenoorrnosa.
symptoms are but warnings
wktoangei ahead, and unless
banded.
MCs of suffering or a serious
opersvHoa m tan inevitable result.
g
The
remedy for all these
never-fallin-

eXtb?enendUm E'

nkhua' Ver

Miss Kite McDonald, of Woodbridge,

m.

J., writes:

make her troubles knows to the nahlir. hot

iaMngBttaa tor the sake

a

wtth

Vlwása

trioWeSd frrels'rfues.
Qsaaauaaaad

I

ass. aad.aMda

haa

aanahadw

. ww3 andngTno
JP

Inwdkue it

trFVS?
e Idta
ble

aemHate to get a
Pinkham s VegetaOameand at once, and write to
Mrs link hem, Lynn. Mass. , for special
advise it ia free and always helpfnL
B.

alUliaBBv.aad
waa ef abort anwati
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ATTACK HAS FAILED

tie
He

2lltfraÍBC

of

street traetkta aad
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warfare.

MKT WITH RgrHJLtt

Cleg-hor-
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TEA
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WNB3&á8&k

the left task aad
of Russians are sttaeklag all

jjjj

the right aad center anales, foflowtag
up the bombardment
with attache
which the Japaaeae repulsed. In the
direction of the left wing a Japaaeae
detachment were victors at Chenehtoh
pao and occupied Llutlako and Ltohia
wopeng on Saturday, the Russians retreating north and west
The Japanese occupied with Infantry
position southwest of Heikoutai on
Saturday, and are now assaulting the
mala position.
Another detachment dislodged a
regiment of Infantry, a brigade of cavalry and twelve guns occupying Haerh-pao- ,
five miles south of Heikoutai.
The Russian strength opposing the
Japanese left flank Is roughly estimated at eight corps, consisting of the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth infantry divisions, the Second aad Fifth brigades
of European rifles, the Ninth Infantry
division of the Tenth corps, part of the
Sixty-firs- t
infantry, part of the First
Siberian corps and the First and Ninth
brigades of rifles.
A dispatch from General KuroU's
headquarters, via Fusan, says that the
Russian attempt to turn the Japanese
left has resulted in a complete failure.
The Russians chose the worst weather
of the season, depending perhaps upon
their familiarity with a snowy country,
to aid them in their operations.
Their artillery attacks on the Japa
nese permanent linewere, it is thought
a demonstration to prevent the withdrawal of forces for the purpose of re
inforcing tbe Japanese left
STEPHEN

EIGHT-HOU-
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bt vol, retired, 1st Keg. Minute Men,
Vermont avenue. N. W.. Washington, D. C, writes:

K.

Beck-wit-

out-do-

naught

Mr. Bromley spoke against tbe gen
eral provisions of the bill, but when

to eatarrh and
catarrhal diseases.
it came to the test of a vote, decided The soldier as well as the civilian finds
to go with the majority and vote for it frequently necessary to use Peruna
the bill just as It passed the House on account of coughs and colds.
two years ago and was Introduced ir
No one is exempt The strong aad
the present Assembly by Mr. Stephen. healthy are leas liable than the weak
The House refused to give considera- and ill, but none entirely escape.
CATARRH.

tion to any amendments, voting them
all down without ceremony.
Rather than risk any amendments,
and taking the word of Mr. Stephen
that the bill had been drawn carefully
to cover every possible legal point, the
House adopted It just as Introduced.
Loud cheering greeted the final action
In committee of the whole. The victors, was considered a personal one fot
Mr. Stephen, who had labored earnestly through all the days of the session up to tbe present to secure a hearing for hit measure. His campaign In
its behalf had been managed in an sx
ceptlonally able manner.

ma

jjk. $18 C. O.D.
áaaHJrs.

letter from 1503
From the unaualHIed endorsement of manv of mv friends. I
faAe pleasure la commending your remedies for coughs mad
colds." Paul E. Bcckwitm.

The constant exposure to the elelife is
ments experienced in an
not so apt to cause coughs and colds as
habits.
sedentary
Those who are brought face to face
with the weather every day in active
life are much less liable to catarrhal
diseases than those who are housed np
in illy ventilated
rooms. And yet both
ALL CLASSES
of these classes are
ARE SUBJECT TO
more or less subject

Passes Second Reading House of Rep
resentatives.
29. The Stephen
Denver, Jan.
eight-hou- r
bill passed second reading
in the House of Representatives yesterday
morning,
opposition
the
evinced being weak. Mr. Garcia of
Conejos led the opposition, but had so
little support that his efforts went for

Denver Directory

PAut e. BECKwim
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IS EFFICACIOUS.
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"testare it CiBBittol

44j

Rásete

try
The bfll authorising tbe ase of earth.
PaatV laada the former sakdeets m the
awa awrem rasa as of the u altad or ttw Uakted
an-Btataa aad Kuror
in tn i(.ntnifti,i Of
r,rk
ap to this
be has a I felt called
aader the aatloaal Irrigation law has apoa to givetime
the latter much at test ion.
faaaed the Senate. It had paaaed the He believes that the maliet Bead of
Hasta), aad sow goes to the President the Mexican people Is edaeatioa,
aad
ior
that the future of tbe country dependa,
Largely at tte Instigation of Dele- to a large extent, on the building up of
gate Rodey, an appropriation of 15,0k a substantial middle class. He holds
will be made In the agricultural appro- that too many of the young men of
priation bill for conducting experi- .Mexico are entering the priesthood and
ments in breeding elands in Colorado the legal profession, and In the hope
and New Mexico. Experiments con- of inducing Mexican youtha to devote
ducted by private parties have, it is their lives to useful arte and trades, he
la promoting the establishment of a
ssid. proven highly successful.
lfarlean Instituto nt IiwIiiiaIu. tl,.,
his
comment
ia
on the report of the will rival similar Institutions of other
international Exchange Commission countries Harper's Weekly.
Assistant Secretary of State Loom Is
refers to the success of the PhilipSeagulla Know Friday.
pine currency scheme and to the reThe gulls seen about the local rivers
cent law passed by Mexico, which he
taya already hat been beneficial in the and bay seem to known when Friday
exchange between Mexico and New comes. Thursday night, when the AshYork. The price of silver bullion has ing boats begin to arrive at Fulton
market, on the Bast river, the birds
been mnrh moro .t.hi
congregate, and all that day
year, the secretory save, as a result or
tbe work of the commission. The com and Friday they hover about, eager to
fish which may drop .or
pick
up
tbe
mission also is given credit for the
new monetary system of the Republic wbich may be thrown overboard from
the sloops.
Generally a morsel is
of Panama.
espied slmultanenously by two or three
President Roosevelt has transmitted birds, and there is a rush to secure it
to the Senate the final report of the
New York Sun.
committee on international exchange,
with a letter from Assistant Secretary SPREADING THE
of State
commenting on the l
NEWS BROADCAST.
port. In his message the President
says: "The work of the commission
That Dodd's Kidney Pills cured hit
has assisted greatly in the establishDiabetes.
After long suffering Mr.
ment of the new monetary system of
G. Cleghorn found a permanent rethe Philippine islands, Mexico and the
lief in the Great American Kidney
Republic of Panama. The work done
Remedy.
in China has, from the letter of Prince
Chink, the head of the executive, been
Port Huron, Mich., Jan. 30th. (SpeVery helpful to that government. Such cial) Tortured with Diabetes and
Improvement in the monetary systems Bladder Disease from which he could
of the silver-usincountries bring apparently get no relief, Mr. O.
them into closer connection with the
a bricklayer, living at 119 But-tigold standard countries, and are of
St., this city, has found a comvery great benefit to the trade of the
United States, and every effort should plete and permanent cure in Dodd's
Kidney Pills and In his gratitude he
be made to encourage such reforms."
la spreading the news broadcast.
The fortifications appropriation bill
"Dodd's Kidney Pills made a man of
was passed after rejection of the me," Mr. Cleghorn says. "I was a
amendment striking out the provision sufferer from
Diabetes and Bladder
for insular fortifications. In the debate on the measure Mr. Teller said he Disease. I was so bad I could do no
had noticed In the morning papers that work and the pain was something
we were about to take another island, terrible. I could not get anything to
"that we are guaranteeing the stabil- help me till I tried Dodd's Kidney
ity of the Island of Santo Domingo."
Pills. They helped me right from the
He did not feel so much like complainfirst and now I am completely cured.
ing as to the way we came Into pos- I have recommended Dodd's Kldne7
Philippinesas he did Pills to all my friends and they have
session of the
about the administration taking a new fonnd them all that is claimed for
burden. "It Is a great job," he added; them."
"it means an army in Santa Domingo.
Dodd's Kidney Pills cure all Kidney
I deny," he continued, "the authority
of the Executitve Department to make ills from Backache to Brlght's Disany agreement or contract to bind the ease. They never fall to cure Rheupeople of the United States, in the way matism.
Indicated. It is an assumption of authority on the part of the executive.
Pocketless Women.
I want some lawyer In this chamber to
tell me where the President gets that
pocketless
condition of woman
The
kind of authority."
has been a standing jest and jibe on
Representative Hepburn has intro- tbe part of man, and even woman her-duced his bill amending the Interstate sen coniessea mat it. is legitimate
Commerce act, which has been under cause for hilarity and scorn at her exconsideration for tome time and which pense. But what is a woman to do?
has been submitted to the President, Dressmakers will not give her pockets,
the attorney general and other mem- and it Is an admitted fact that women
bers of the administration. Upon are what their dressmakers make
complaint the Interstate Commerce them. There was a time when woman
Commission shall declare and order boasted a pocket. It was a pocket
what shall be a just and reasonable worth having, to. It was deep and
rate, which order shall take effect in wide, and so hidden that tbe most exsixty days, the carrier having an ap- pert sneak thief made no attempt to
peal to a court of commerce to have rifle it of its contents, be they ever
the order of the commission reviewed. so valuable. So inaccessible was re-it
and a
Pending the review the court may sus- that it became a
pend the order, requiring a bond from proach, and was finally abandoned. In
tbe carrier for the payment of all lieu of a pocket woman now carries a
damages incurred by shippers. The hand bag which makes her the easy
commission ia also authorized to fix a prey to lots by carelessness or theft
joint rato in case two or more carriers
fall to agree, orders affecting these
rates being subject to review by the
Court of Commerce. The President
is authorized to appoint an assistant MR. HAYDEjTS VIEWS
attorney general for the enforcement
of the act
GIVES HIS OPIMOS OF THE BEST
At a bearing before the committee
TREATMENT FOE, PARALYSIS.
Secretary
Palmer
means.
ways
and
on
AssociaSugar
Beet
American
the
of
Declare That Dr. Wllllaau' Pink P1U
tion opposed the pending bill reducing
Sectored the Use of Bli Umbo U'hea,
the duty on sugar and tobacco from the
All Other Bern edite Failed.
Philippine islands. Mr. Palmer said
The premonitory symptoms of paralythat Just prior to the tariff agitation
regarding Cuban sugar in 1901, eighty-si- sis are: trembling of (he hands; suddeu
new sugar factories had been pro- loss of power in arms or legs, frequently
jected in this country. Not one of affecting one whole side of the body ; stagthese was built. 8ln.e that time Eu- gering; partial or entire inability to use
rope had curtailed her sugar crop un- the fingers; distortion of the features,
der the terms of the Bussels agree- sometimes an uncontrollable quivering
ment, and the price had gone up to of tbe chin; severe pains; difficulty iu
the point where American capital was speech. Frequently the first warning is
on the point of again enlarging tbe
sugar industry in this country. Now, a vagne feeliug of headache, vertigo and
to open the Philippine market In com- muscular weakness.
In a recent interview Mr, W. X L.
petition with the American beet sugar
Industry, would again discourage this Harden said : " I truly think that Dr.
movement. In replying to a question Williams' Pink Pills are a great mediby Mr. Curtis, whose bill was under cine for they cured me when physicians
consideration, Mr. Palmer said that and other remedies had failed to give
the total sugar product of the Philip- me the slightest relief. Too close atpines was 145,000 tons annually, and If tention to business brought on an attack
the United States took It all there
finally developed
would atlll have to be imported 1,500,-00- of nervousness which
into paralysis. There were times when
tona to supply the demand.
it was impossible for me to move my
In bis address before the Senate pre- hands or to get np from a chair. At
senting the statue of former Senator other times I had partial control of my
John J. Ingalls, which has been placed limbs, but I was afraid to go far from
in Statuary hall, Senator Long first re- the bouse for fear I might suddenly be
counted the reasons why Mr. Ingalls come helpless and have to be carried
in 1891, and said:
was not
d
"And then, as If in some measure to home.
"While I was in this miserable con
they had done
Injustice
atone for the
him, the people of Kansas provided dition, I was stricken with malarial fever
that his marble statue should stand and confined to bed for four months. I
forever in the hall near the chamber in had the best physicians, but while they
which his great work was done. Past relieved my fever, their treatment did
political affiliations were forgotten not entirely drive the malaria from my
when the resolution was passed. In system, and they did not help my parthe Legislature were some which had alysis in the least.
been organised to retire him from pubwhen a
"I was well nigh todespairing
lic life. They joined bis old friends
try Dr. Williams
and supporters In preserving his friend persuaded me
stately and imposing figure In the Cap- Pink Pills. When I had finished one box
Kansas I could ase resalta that encouraged me
itol of the nation, and
will be gratified to know that while the My condition kept steadily Improving,
voice of John J. Ingalls will be heard and when I had taken seven boxes I was
no more, yet in cold marble, but In cured of paralysis and the malaria was
striking and perfect likeness, he has completely driven out of my system.
ascended hit pedestal In the old hall of For two years now X have enjoyed the
the House of Representatives, there to best of health and have attended to bus
remain for all future time as a worthy iness without any interruption. "
and fitting contribution to this historic
Mr. Hayden's home isat No. 252 West
personage."
street. New York. Dr. Williams
39th
Colorado,
Pueblo,
of
N. 8. Walpole
Piiik Pills have cured many similar easel
officials
various
with
conferring
after
paralysis, also locomotor ataxia. They
In Washington, has reached the con- of
clusion that his appointment as post are sold by all druggists. A treatment
master at Pueblo will be withheld from to simple, inexpensive and successful
every sufferer from
him until he has had a bearing on should be tried try any
of its stages.
thirty-twIndictments for complicity partial paralysis in
in election frauds. If he Is acquitted
Any person who conceals the truth
bis commission will be delivered to
him, and he will assume charge of tbe lies in ambush.
office. For the time being Postmaster
Mitchell will continue to serve. Walpole Insists that hit indictment was
brought about for political effect and
goes to the spot
that when given a hearing before a
court he will be able to establish his
A brick
manufacturer seeds the
jnaoceace.
earth la Ms business.
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Peruna has always been a great
favorite with the military men, both in
the army and navy.
The strongest kind of testimonials
are received from officers of high rank
concerning the virtues of Peruna for all
catarrhal ailments.
Only a small per cent of these can be
Used for publication for want ol space.
Mr. Harrison L. Deam, Burnside Post
No. 8, Department of the Potomac,
Colonel encampment No. 09, Union
Veterans Legion, Colonel Green Clay
Smith Regiment No. 17, Ü. V. U., Department of the Potomac, Military
Order Loyal Legion, Department of
Columbia, Major 34th Indiana Veteran
Volunteer Infantry, writes:
There ta no longer any question as
to the curative qualities of Peruna In
all catarrhal troubles. Its successful
use by many of my Mends entitles It
to confidence and endorsement. "

An Isthmus Is a neck of land and
that
ia where Panama
will get the
just let the that
canal.

Young man, if you don't believe

kissing is unhealthful,
girl's papa catch you at

it

Piso' Cure cannot be too highly spoken of as
a cough cure J. W. O'Banm, 323 Third Ave.
N. . Minneapolis, Minn. , Jan. , 1MM.

GRATEFUL TO CUTICL'RA
For Instant Relief and Speedy Cure of
Raw and Scaly Humour, Itching
Day and Night Suffered

After the first kiss a young man
kicks himself tor bavins wasted so
much time.

Months.

"I wish you would publish this letso that others suffering as I have
may be helped. For months awful
sores covered my face and neck, scabs
forming. Itching terribly day and
night, breaking open, and running
blood and matter. I had tried many
remedies, but was growing worse,
when I started with Cutloura. The
first application gave me instant relief, and when I had used two cakes
of Cutlcura Soap and three boxes of
Cutlcura Ointment, I was completely
cured, (signed) Miss Nellie Vender
Wlele, Lakeside, N. Y."

ter

Contest for Governorship.
probable
Denver, Jan. 29. The
course of the contest of Peabody vs.
Adams for the governorship is outlined by the News this morning as follows:
Upon the precedent established by
the Supreme Court in the contempt
cases, counsel for Peabody at the
close of their case win move that the
joint committee recommend In its majority report to the joint convention
of the Legislature that all the ballots
of 100 or more Denver precincts, also
ballots of four precincts In Adams and
two precincts in Conejos counties, be
thrown out on the ground that they
show wholesale fraud and because it
will be impossible for the committee to
separate the good from the bad votes.
If such a motion should carry there
will ee a minority report submitted by
the Democratic members and probably
several Republican members of the
committee who do not believe that
the mass of evidence shows Peabody
elected. It will then be up to the General Assembly to determine which report shall be adopted.
Peabody's counsel will finish their
direct evidence probably
Counsel Tor Governor Adams will then
have their Inning, lasting fifteen dart,
providing the contestor continues up
to and through Tuesday. If not, then
fourteen days. When contestes finishes Peabody's side will be allowed
five' days to Introduce rebuttal test!

Even a professor of mathematics Is
seldom able to figure a woman's age
a woman's age correctly.
Mara real Wheat

80 Re,

Per

Am.

introduced by the Ü. S. Dept. of Agr.
yielding in
It is a tremendous cropper, Mich.,
Ind.,
III., la.,
Sood land in Wis.,
N. Y., 80 bu. per acre, and on dry.
in
Mont.
found
as
such
are
lands,
and
Idaho, the Dakotas, Colo., etc., it will
yield from 40 to 0 bu. This Wheat and
epeltz and Hanna Barley and Bromus
Inermis and Billion Dollar Grass, makes
it possible to grow and fatten hogs, sheep
and cattle wherever soil is found.
JUKr RFJID IOC AND Tim NOTICE
to the John A. Salter Seed Co., La Crosse,
Wis., and they will send you free a sample
of this Wheat and other farm seeds, together with their great catalog, alone
farmer.
worth $100.00 to any wide-awak-e
W. N. U.

mony.

Girl "He
used
The Telephone
Electrician
allocking language."
"What voltage?"

The
e

Lrtmer

Ce..

Seinimn.,enej.paia,

Uew.

REPAIRS of every known mke,
STÍlVfF
m V
(r tove, furnace or ranre. Geo. pA.
PuHcr.
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Lawrence. Denver. Phone

vnronmakenC miDplie.
iPtfClilTllt' and
DLAuñOMiinO
wholesale and retail.
Hardware t Iran Co.. 1Mb
Ware. Denver.
Dl

WE DEVELOP
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COLUMBIA HOTEL
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BROWN PALACE HOTEL
EaropVan plan, tl .SO ami award.

Oxford Hotel
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Denver,
I iretiroof.

DENVER BE8T soap
AbtwiutéTyííaTSvMnd
list. The UerawrHe

for em new premium
Mim. Co., ileaver.
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Eo E. BURLINGAME & COM
EU

es.,
or purchased.

CoweotratlOB
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Lawre.ee St.. Denver. tMssu
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RIIABUB ASSAYS

Gold and Silver
11.00
...1.75
Gold. Silver. Copper.. 1.10
Lead ... .75
Bought.
Placer
AÍ.AY
060EH
CO..
Gold

latest sanitary mattress la said
stuffed with breakfast food.

Mm. "Window's Snath. mar Syrap.
For children teetalna, aaftane the funu, tedaeee

for

Established in Colorado.1866. Samples by mallo
express wiu receive prompt and careful at teal loa
aellod end aaaayat
6old & Sllvi orRnlllm

The few top leaves of the
bush and a knowing cook
made tea for the few; alas
for the many!
to-b-

WM

traces,
118. M.
Bold
everywhere for -IÍ7.00. Bend for oar free catnd hjnee. SSaa?ámba?
aloicne of avdrtlIn the U. S. The Fred
OoU.
1413-- 1
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TEA
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Tlaa.a.

buying a harnees from un
every met warranted to be
an represented. Tlila doable team
complete
with
collars
a usl
breech
Inca. Concord
2 inch
style,

17htt-

a

JScmbotUe.

Most men who' cry, "Down with the
trusts!" would like to own a little
stock in them.

Among Mom who bare receiver tbe lillllH
rd-- the
O read Prize
St. Loot, World'. Flr,
wa Ike A. J. Tower Co., toe ankers of tbe FISH
BKAND 8LICKBU8. Many of oar reader, who went
to the Fear, will recall their One exhibit hi which
waterproof tsnnenw were .hown adapted to eo many
nm that almost every department of the world e
work we. .agaeiited. Tbe Grand Prise area e deserved tribute to one of the oldest Binanfatrtwrlns
concerns In the country.

IKrtft
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-.

aw-

rnoMiW.fl
per

II litI Tea uaa teal laal
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lanrad la Bay

we mall ytm free lots of farm seed
It-oar bis
samples

JH

cátalo. If WM
and
a II lncaJlatwQtutsoatwoBeavandJrZH
of
Jjm
A

I

tbouaanda

other seeds.

After a man is knocked down by his
enemies his friends kick htm.
ELITE SHINGLE STADT.
The best roof ataln on the market.
Sample color boards to select from.
Ask your dealer or write ua. The
Humphrey-Jone- s
Mer. Co., 1621 Arapahoe St., Denver, Colo.
A wise girl occasionally
Induces a
young man she doesn't like to act as
pacemaker for one she does.

Important to Motitsrs.
carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a ufe and rare remedy for infanta aad children,
and see that It
Bear the
Signature of

SEEDS

Special ratea to gardeners.
ported and American Stock.

Best ImPrice-liand Catalog free to all applicants.
THE L A. WATKINS MDSE. CO.
19
ta ISSa W asura St, Drawer, Cate
st

RESORT'S

Prizes for Sugar Beets.
la Doe For Over SO Yean.
The Kind You Uanj Always
Denver, Jan. 30. A News, special
W. N. U. DENVER.
TO COBB A COLD IN ONE DATdru-flsNO. 5. 1905.
Quinine Tablet. All
from Glenwood Springs taya: The sub- Take Las stive Bromo
the money If It falls to cura. K. W.
When Answering Advertisements
scribers to the promotion fund for se UrovS'Srefund
Some men's wealth ia fabulous and
algaatare I, on each boa. 25c.
that of others a mere fable.
Kindly Mention This Papar.
curing a beet sugar factory for this
place held a meeting
at which No, Maude, dear, when parrots talk It
not necessarily polyglot.
Chronic bargain hunters soon begin
It was decided to accept the offer of laThere
Is more Catarrh in tils secüon of tbe ecvatry
to look shopworn.
the Grand Junction sugar plant for an than ail other dtsesses put ttajetber,
and u n the set
supposed to ne incnrsoie. f or s frost
experimental acreage of 1,000 acres in
I II a local dh
Many a young man who thinks he In
the Roaring Fork, Eagle and Grand
local remedies, sad br constantly fatlfas
a girl's Intended is only her pretended.
local treatment, nronouaend It tacaran lo.
river valleys. O. W. Daggett of Gyp- Seleace. with
disproven
n
he
Catarrh to
has
cunultntional
sum waa employed to assist the solic ease aad therefore reentra, aoaatlnatoaal treatmeat
The man who never says anything
Catarrh Can, manufactured by F. i Cheney
itor of the Grand Junction plant in te Ball's
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is tbe only constitutional cure ea
he Isn't sorry for later, never says
eming the desired acreage, it was tbe market. It taken Internally In doses from 10
anything.
teasaooafoL It acts dlrectiron the blood
also decided to offer a prise of $200 for droastoa
If you have a good grocer,
and ateneo, surfaces of the system. They offer one
the best five acres of sugar beets in hundred olían tor any case It falls to enre. Seed
usiUmonisis.
circulars
any one of the three valleys named farAddress; aad
stick
CO., Talado, Ohio.
to him; if not, don't
F. J. CHENEY
and in addition a prise of $50 for the Sold by Druralitf. Tie.
Family
gslf.
coartlasHssi
Take
Pills
for
There is a little joy in the
valIn
of
three
each
the
best five acres
you know one?
leys, making a total of Í350 In mites.
A clrl may have music In her soul,
world
in the reach of the
seawaaurs
SehllUnfs Best Ua coed
but It doesn't necessarily reach as tar
as bar voice.
poorest
Controlled by Grand Duke.
When a girl angles In the matrimonial sea she ia apt to catch a sucker
lAwyera are not the only animrls
St. Petersburg, Jan. 30, 1 a. m. The
of a goldfish.
thut draw conveyances.
Cxar ia now known to be taking the ad
Vice of Grand Duke Sergius, the moat
is better than most of us
usyleldlng member of the old autoparty.
Sergius
suggested
the
.
cratic
know: good tea. Why do
appointment of General Trepo ff as gov
ernor general of St Petersburg. Father
we drink common staff?
Gopon, It has now been definitely es
Ia every paekaaa of Saalluac'a Oast Isa Is a
tablished, escaped through Finland
COLORADO SEED HOUSE
booklet: Bow to Make Uood Tea.
knd was conveyed across the gulf to
Denver, Colorado
Free
Illustrated
Cataloiu
by
sympathetic nns.
Sweden
boarding-house
Barring
steaks,
there are many things tender and true.
Murderer Attempt! Suicide.
Denver. Jan. 29.Henry H. Wian
and, wife murderer, dashed his head
against, the edge oí his iron cot In the
city Jail in a savage attempt at self
destruction last night. Inflicting a
number of long and deep wounds upon earn or other severe u etssoal, Seed lor tars book, and If dlrseuy ratareaaad.
bts scalp and the side of his face. Ha
waa dragged from the cell by Jailer
Hugh Smith and led to the surgeon's
:, A I.
office, blood flowing in streams over
PATENTS free. Terras low. HighestA a
amfc
his face and down his coat. Wian-and'wife, whom be shot Friday, died LEWIS SINGLE BINDER
BEGGS' CHERRY COUGH
last evening.
111
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WESTERN SEEDS
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SMOKERS
en

SYRUP

simi

On

Dthmilws ml Paralysis

the Convalescent:
We hold out a helping hand to the
alek olio are slowly creeping back to
health. Vinol hastens recovery after any

Tkttf

To

sever sickness. After typhoid, pneumonia or la grippe, Vinol quickly restores
strength, oreatea an appetite for nourishing food, makes rich, red blood, and,
Cod Liver Oil and
unlike
Emulsions, does not upset the stomach.
It tastes good. Try it on our guarantee.
Respectfully,
old-fashio- ned

W. E. WARREN A CO..

LOCAL AND

Druggists

Tanta Truett died at the hospital
Thursday. Sha was one of the women
Implicated with John stone and "Tex"
Brady in that "bunco ame."

SO-FOR- TH

Warn,

aae)
on.
ha
.e.1 of
mm at work algztac a vail
i

had sesee

ha reesOesl a tesef rea,
from Tuleruee aaylag pieaty ef water
had bMi slreck. Mr. Hoellueae contracted with his mi to go SO feet, but
plenty of wtui vaa found before gol at
to that depth.

tea Miiiiy

God-0- M
Boat.
"So aaa? Oils and Llolmonu aro ad
vortbed It It hard to doc id which to
buv. I tried a number before using
Hunt' Lightning Oil. After using It
aneo, however, I realised I had found
the boat there was. and it wa u asilan
to look further. If It falla lu 'all off '
No other liniment will hit the spot If
Hunt' Lightning Oil falla.
C. U. Young, Okaeno, O. T.

Mm;

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.

orncE or

the secretary.

CERTIFICATE.
Test Iti Value.
I, J. W. Reynolds, Secretary of the TerriSimmons' Liver Purifier la the most tory of New Mexico, do hereby certify there
was died tor record la thin office, at o'clock
Office to rent and office fixtures for valuable remedy I ever tried for constiday of January. A.
pation and disordered liver. It does Its A. M. OB tbe Twenty-thirsale. Apply at First National Hank.
not
grip
does
work thoroughly, but
D.. 1905, ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Capt I) J Leahy is expected lu from like most remedies of Its character. I OF BAXTER MOUNTAIN MINING COMChicago about Monday or Tuesday.
certainly recommend It whenever the op- PANY, (No. 3877.):
portunity occurs.
AND ALSO, that I have compared tbe followiJudge Mann was at Tucuincari on
M. T. Tomllson,
ng- copy of the sama, with the oriirinal there,
Wednesday and Thursday.
Kansas.
Oswego.
Price IS.
of now on file, and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of tbe whole thereof.
county
District court for Lincoln
The Railway Club Is to give a "Mar-chant- s' IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I bare hereunto
opens at Lincoln on March Otb.
Hall" tonight. A combination
my hand and aflilxed my official seal this
set
Twenty-thir- d
to invitation and program has been
K E Franks and wife are in town
day of January. A. D. 1105.
J. W. RAYNOLDS, Secretary of
Iseall
enjoy Sew Mexico sunshine.
We beg to announce to the people of New Mexico.
Sr Jas Hill has been very sick during
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:
Alamogordn that we are now in position
the week at the home of his son, J J
to deliver Dawson Coal to any part of That the undersigned persone, desiring to
Hill.
a coiporation under and in accordance
form
the city at a big reduction over last
as year's price. If you are interested in with the laws of New Mexico for the purposes
Col II 11 Hamilton of Lincoln
specified, do make, alern and exhere this week attending to legal mat- both the comfort and economical side of hereinafterfollowing
statement in writing, vir:
the question you will ask us about THE ecute the
ters.
FIRST: The All names of tbe IncorporaBIG Cl'T IN THE PKICE OF COAL.
Franklin,
Earl E. Sidebottom,
are:
John
tors
Mrs
Baby Williams, Infant of Mr and
Thomas & Seamans.
Phone 46,
and William A. Hawkins.
E K Williams, has been quite sick durFelix Guthrie came in Sunday from
SECOND:
The name of such corporation
ing the week.
IV ... i ..
... annl. -i. HU ta til It wit.tl- . shall be "Baxter Mountain Mining- Company."
uui.B.i., Arh tn
j
Club
Railway
lu
the
Those new lights
F. C. Holland, druggist.
THIRD: The objects for which such corare beauts. They are .i0 candle ana
poration is formed are: the purchasing, locatiuuoen uuinne wuu uas ueen . mm ng-, and leasing, of mines, mining claims,
loom up like young moons.
the Advertiser for the past 18 months mill sites, and the extraction, mining and
Notico change in the adv. of Warren has gone to Douglas, Ariz.
development of minetals thereon: the pur& Co.
It is now Warren liros., and the
chasing, construction and erection of mills,
To Gore a Gold in One Day.
change was made Jan. t.
mill machinery, and any other method or proLAXATIVE BROMOQUININE
Take
cess for tbe reduction of ores and the producAttv A H Hudspeth of White Oaks Tablets.
All druggists
refund tho tion of mineral
thereby: the purchase and sale
was here this week on legal matters money if it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's
of ores, minerals and by products thereof:
with Judge Mann.
signature is on each box. 25c.
and generally alt business of every kind and
extraction on
$100 Reward, $100.
Mrs Lillian Brown of the R H Pierce character connected with the
reduction and marketing- - of ores.
The readers of this paper will be Company leaves today for the millinery and
FOURTH: Tbe amount of tbe capital stock
pleased to learn that there is at least markets of New York.
of such corporation shall be one hundred
one dreaded disease that science, has
Fe
($100,000) dollars, divided into one
this
In
H
been
Santa
R
has
thousand
Pierce
been able to cure In all its stages, and
looking after matters pertaining uundred thousand (1110.000) shares, of the par
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is week
value of one 1.00) dollar each .
the only positive ci;re now known to to the Blind Institute at this plice.
FIFTH: Such corporation shall exist for
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
C W Hutchison is due to leave about the period of fifty years from date hereof.
a constitutional disease, requires a cons- next Tuesday for the dry goods market
SIXTH : The Board of Directors such corpor- Hall's Catarrh of New York In the interest of R II
titutional treatment.
ation shall be five,and the names of those who
Cure Is taken internally, acting directly Pierce Company.
shall manage the concerns of the Company
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
for the first tbree months are: John Franklin
the svstem, tboreby destroying the
Eatl E. Sidebottom William A. Hawkins,
foundation of the disease, and giving
Frank Lynch, and E. J. Dedman.
the patient strength by building up 1:he
SEVENTH: The principal place of bus
WORK.
OUT OF
constitution and asslstibg nature in doiness of the corporation is to be located at
ing its work. The proprietors have so
of I neniployment in tbe Alamogordo. New Mexico.
much faith In Its curative powers that TraeeH
(Signed)
John Franklin
Man Who Is Asian.
they oiter One Hundred Dollars for anjEarl E. Sidebottom
ease, that it falls to cure. Send for list
The tragedy of unemployment deepWm. A. Hawkins.
of testimonials.
ens in tlu ruse of those men who are
STATE OF TEXAS,
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, visibly uglliK, passing prematurely in- THECounty
t
of El Paso.
0.
to tliitt condition when society has neiOn this the 21st day of January. A. D. 1905- Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
services.
me
regnrd
nor
for their
use
personally appeared John Franklin.
before
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa- ther
The development of the modern city Earl E. Sidebottom, and William A. Hawkins,
tion.
me
to
personally
known as the persons deslife In Its feverish thirst for gain
Geo Huston who at one time worked sucks up the activities of the young-Wor- cribed in and who executed the foregoing insand they each acknowledged to me
with Sciplo, but now of Bisbee, Ariz., was
ran always lie found for the trument,
that they executed the same as their free act
here this week on a visit.
children. But tlie mini of forty has al- and deed..
ready become suspect. At fifty there is
n witness whereof, I have hereunto set my
A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.
evidently stretching before lilm tbe hand and notorial seal, on this the day and
Itching, Blind, Breeding or Protruding Piles. Druggists refund money if Ideuk old nge of the unwanted poor. year above written.
(Signed) Z. S. COBB, Notary Public,
PÁZO OINTMENT fails to cure any The despairing clutch of the aging at seall
case, no matter of how long standing. uny degrading occupation which be- El Paso County. Texas.
ENDORSED:
in fi to 14 days. First application gives fore they would have scorned Is one of
No. 3K77. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 5 Page 30s.
ease and rest. 50c in stamps and it tbe commonest and pitifulest sights of
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
by Paris modern life. I
will be forwarded post-paithink of those whom I BAXTER MOUNTAIN MINING COMPANY.
medicine Co., St. Louis, Mo.
have known, those who dye their hair
FILED in office of Secretary of
C A Claypool was In town Thursday. to keep the appearance of youth, the
New Mexico Jan. 23, 1905, 9 a. m.
He Is now traveling watch Inspector for cpplicants for positions, their efforts
J. W. RAYNOLDS, Secretary.
Mexico and was here to get a kit of tools. toward respectability, the ink lined
concealed, the atcoat, the sliuliliines
Notice.
Poisons hi Food.
so grotesque end ineftempt,
always
a
law
is
There
for the protection of
many
Perhaps you don't realize that
to strike the right note be- minors and pupils of schools, making It
pain poisons originate In your food, but fective,
person
for
unlawful
any
to sell or give
resome dav you may feel a twinge of dys- tween a dignity that will command
InDr. spect and an eagerness that will be- to nny minor or pupil of school any
pepsia that will convince you.
liquor or tobacco In any form.
King's New Life Pills are guaranteed to come a mere mendicant pleading for toxicating
Any dealer in liquor or tobacco must
cure all sickness due to poisons of un- aid.
keep a copy of this law posted In his
25c at
digested food or money back.
I remember one with a record
of place of business.
A copy of this law
all druggists. Try them.
over thirty years' consistent .service, cao bo had of the Alamogordo News at
exhibiting hands twisted and gnarled 10 cents per copy. If you are a dealer
Gardening is now the order of busidaily in liquoi and tobacco and have not postness. Lots of lettuce and other early with disease, who shuffles
ed a copy of this law In your place of
tuff already up, and Mr. George Carl through his work witli the help of
has raddishes growing nicely. Come to kindly comrades, fearing each day to business you are violating the law, and
required to keep a copy posted
think about It, if you will go down to be detected. Though the work Itself is youallare
times so long as you sell liquor or
Mr Carl's place you will no doubt get an agony, tlie one punir fear Is not at
Small boys In Alamogordo are
Mr Carl has that be shall lie compelled but that he tobacco.
some ideas on garlening.
seen
cigarettes every day.
about the prettiest place in the town shall be forbidden to continue. I think They smoking
get the tobacco from somebody.
place.
wheu it comes to a home-likof others tuckitl away out of sight in If the law governing such cases was in
the recesses of tenement dwellings, force it would be hard for minors to get
Agonizing Burns
are instantly relieved, and perfectly flung aside from tbe active machinery their tobacco.
healed, by Bucklen's Arnica Salve. C. of tlie world, who "cannot quite bring
Grave Trouble Foreseen.
Kivenbatk", Jr., of Norfolk, Va., writes: themselves" to join the unemployed
needs but little foresight, to tell,
It
It
my
dreadfully;
that
knee
"1 burnt
processions or solicit a promiscuous
when your stomach and liver are
Bucklen's Arnica charity of the crowd, who cling to the that
blistered all over.
badly affected, grave trouble is ahead,
Salve stopped the pain, and healed It desperate hope that one day the cloud unless you
take the proper medicine for
without a scar." Also heals all wounds will lighten, the miracle happen
that your disease, as Mrs. John A. Young, of
and sores. 25c at all druggists.
some one will lie found desiring their Clay, N. Y., did. She says: "I had neuWANTED.
services. This is in no austere and ralgia of the liver and stomach, my
heart was weakened, and I could not
Team of work horses harnea and wag- frugal community, with d.fficulty sup- eat.
I was very bad for a long time,
on for their Keep, best caro and re- porting Its children, but aaikl wealth
but In Electric Bitters, I found just
liable party. Apply at News Office.
pouring into its borders beyond the what I needed, for they quickly relieved
dreams of avarice and such luxury and and cored me." Kest medicine for
It Quenches The Fires.
vain display as can only be paralleled weak women.
guarantee
"Your Hunt's Cure Is beyond doubt in the later days of Borne. Independ- by all druggists, SoldSue under
a bottle.
at
the most remarkable remedy for skin
Uoview.
ent
For eight
diseases ever formulated.
Truly Remarkable.
years I suffered almost constantly from
Tbe officials of the United States dean, itching trouble the doctors called
Ciaardlna" the Month.
My skin was on fire, but less
Eczema.
Remember the disgust which over partment of agriculture were recently
than one box of Hunt's Cure quenched spreuds the faces in a railroad car much amused by a letter sent tbe department by an
that fire.
wheu a woman was seen to give her dent In Virginia., occasional corresponMany of mv friends have since used It
poodle
public
drinka
drink
from
the
Among other things, the writer hason my recommendation, and it never
falls. Where there's an itch rub it on. ing glass. No one else touched it dur- tened to advise Secretary Wilson to this
ing that trip, but it is more dangerous effect:
It does the work that' all."
"My wife had a Tame cat that dyd.
anil not less disgusting to drink after
Mrs. Helen Whltmore,
Clarendon, Ark. human beings than a dog. Fortunate- Being a Tortureshell and a Urate fav-erwe bad the same berred in the
ly moat disease germs die easily, and it
Col Fred Wright, an old law partner
is elderly by the quite direct means of Uardiu, and for the enrichment of tbe
of Judge Mann, of Gerrlng. Neb., and
soil I had the Carkls deposited
Judge H M Grlmea of the same place, contact just suggested that the con- tbe roots of a Gooseberry Bush. under
(The
are expected In today with their families tagious diseases pass from one to an Frute being up to them of tbe smooth
to visit with Judge Mann for several other. If we put nothing into the varrlety.) But tbe next Season's Frute,
weeks.
mouth except what belongs there, we after the Cat was berred, the Goose-berry- s
might ride In a car with a diphtheria
was all Hairy and more ReNotice.
patient nnd run no chance of catching markable, tbe Caterpillars of the Same
Alamo-gordThere la now in my pasture at
germs
was
Bush
all of said Hairy description."
do not fly
the disease. Disease
New Meiieo. one black steer,
two yean old past. No branda or marks iiImmii seeking whom they may devour.
Group
Visible. If nit claimed and all exponaos The matter of protection is largely In Begins
with the symptoms of a common
paid at once said steer will be disposed our own hands. Good Housekeeping. sold; there Is chilliness,
sneezing, sore
Of as provided by law.
throat, hot skin, quick pulse, hoarse1st Insertion 1
Goo. Call.
Wounds Dreuaed With tlarat Straw. ness and Impeded respiration. (live
At
coal of about 3 cents Japanese frequent small doses of Ballard's Hore-houn- d
Beat and Bleep.
doctors can dress the wounds of 000
Syrup, (the child will err for It)
Few escape those miseries of winter
men.
They use a floely powdered and at the first sign of a eroopy cough,
a bad cold, a distressing cough. Many charcoal obtained by the slow combus- apply frequently Ballard's Snow Liniremedios are recommended, but tbo one
ment to the throat.
quickest and bast of II Is Simmon's tion of straw In closed furnaces. 8a
Mrs. A. Vllet. New Castle, Colo.,
Cough Syrup. Sooting and healing to chets tilled with It are applied to tlie writes, March 10th, 1901: "I think Balwounds,
Its
and
antiseptic
and
the lungs and bronchial passages. It
lard's Horehound Syrup a
qualities generally effect a remedy, and so pleasant." 3.1c.wonderful
stops the couRh at once and gives you
50c and
welcome rest and peaceful sleep.
rttold cure.
1.00. Sold by F. C. Holland.
Mrs. FeUer,
tion given.

Dressmaker.

Satisfac-

BLACK -DRAUGHT
STOCK nd
POULTRY
MEDICINE
Steak and poultry have few
troubles which are not bowel and
Black-Draoglirer irregularities.
Stock and Poultry Medicine is a bowel and liver remedy
for stock. It pots the organs of
digestion in a perfect condition.
Prominent American breeders and
farmers keep their herds and flocks
healthy by giving them an occasional dose of Hlack- - Draught Stock
and Poultry Medicine in their
food. Any stock raiser may buy a
air-tigcan
d
of this medicine from his dealer
vigorous
in
stock
his
and keep
health for weeks. Dealers generStock and
ally keep Black-DraugPoultry Medicine. If yours does
for
a sample
not, send 25 cents
Tbe
can to the manufacturers,
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Jan.
SoonkLLB,
BlMk-Dmag- ht
stock and Poultry
Medicine ta tbe bast I ever tried. Oar
stock wee looking bad when yon sent
and now they an
an the medicine They
are looking
getting as fine..
better.
8. P. BROOKINQTON.
OA.,

SS, 1SW.

OAK

Am.ll.

These Prices Talk:
Masoi Fruit

The little brew a balls pspalany
koowu ss "oak bbbIsb." which amar of
aak twfcja, are hot fraet, as
hut ransw or a
suits frota the attache of a mínate
..iirir i.rnln.i This little Insect a
distant coaalo of waapa and beta, la
provided with a complltatw pumas
ovipositor la her tali, ny means m
which ah hVafcaa little bolea la the
tender eboota of tbe oak. laying an egg
In each, and at the eeate time In trod oc
lag a drop of Irritant fluid.
The substance of tbe aboot la tnos
stimulated to unnatural growth and
produces an oak apple or "gall." which
une h rvsnrded at a tort or vegetaoie
nnd nérvea at a home for the
grab which lin tehee out of tbe egg.
This can eaally be seen oy cutting
open a young gall, but In ao old one
tbe Insect bat escaped by driving a
tunnel to the outside.
The oak is infested by msny other
kinds of gall- - Some are tufted, others look like currants, and others again
r th little brown "oak spangles"
wen on the undersides of the leaves.
Each kind of gallfly leads to the production of a different kind of gall.
London Answers.
BOWER

BUILDERS.

Birds Thar Caaeiraet Gardens

Their

Own

Bajersaeat.

M

a.

6mm mi BIN

Jars

Toilet Sets

MM"
$8 00
$6 50

Regular Pric
Rducd Pric

These
This is
Prices must appeal to even the
most thoughtless buyer. But.
remember, they are for a short
time only.

i

y.

T. H. SPRINGER,
Cat, Crocker.
Bl

216 218

Paso, Tax.

"If you fail to find it elsewhere go to

PEOPLES BROS."

rer

There are Are different bower bird- sthree in Australia, tbe regent, tbe satin
and tbe spotted; one in tbe Papuan la- up-to-da-te
lands, the catbird, and one in iNew
Guinea. Their brilliant plumage Is
golden yellow, glossy black or spotted
brown, often with a rose tinted cottar.
Their bowers are In no sense nests.
but miniature gardens, adapted for enjoyment and courtship and set In the
eye of the sun. A pavement of equal
sized pebbles la arranged, and numberless twigs are thnut lirmly between
tbem In two parallel rows, inclined to
each other, Inclosing an avenue about
a yard long and several Inches wide.
To decorate this arbor gay feathers,
Bkhj. Saaaaoo, Cashier.
C. B. Eddv,
ruddy berries, pearly shells, bleached Henry J. Anderson. Pres't.
bones, even watches, knives and other
glittering objects, are tastefully placed
In and around tbe entrance.
The New Guinea bird, still more of n
OF KLRWOGOHDO, N. 7UCI
gardener, constructs a miniature conical
summer bouae, with Internal gallery.
in all parts of the United States and Europe.
Before this la a meadow of mots, kept Drafts furnished payable
' Special facilities for making collections.
free from grass, dust and leaves, on
which bright flowers and fruit are daily offered by tbe enamored male bird
DIRECTORS.
Wm. A. Hawkins,
C. B. Eddy,
C. D. Simpson,
to his mate.
A. P. Jackson,
Henry J. Anderson,
Henry Belin, Jr.,
C. Meyer.
RIVAL MUSICIANS.

styles in Fall and Winter

For

Dry Goods, Clothing, Hats,

ESTKAY NOTICE,
Notice is hereby given by publication that
P. M. Nelson, as the law directs, did on the
16th day of December, 1904. take np one estray
animal described as follows: One smoky dan
horse, abont 14 hands high, about 5 or 6 years
NO on right flank
old, branded as follows:
and what seems to be a Spanish brand or a
figure 5 on lis side on left jaw. In dne time
this animal will le disposed of as the law di1 JS to 3 4 05
rects.
ESTRAY H0TI0E.
I herebr certify that I have this 16th day of
December, 1904, taken up one estray horse de
one hlack norseor pony,
scribed as follows:
about 14 hands ltieh. about 10 or 12 years of
aire, with a very dim brand on left shoulder
supposed to be a bar over 7, broken to ride, but
with no other visible marks or brands. In due
time this animal will tie disposed of as the
a. a. SwBliliUWi.
law directs.
1 JS to 3 4 05

Boots, Shoes, Etc.

You should see Peoples Bros. They are especi
ally stocked with work garments, overalls ana
tne iiKeeverytmng lor tne worKman.
t.

The First National Bank
Capital

Notice for Publication.
Las Cruces. N. M. Jan.. 26. 1905.
NOTICE is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
o make final proof in support of his claim, and
hat said proof will be made before W. S. Shepherd U. S. court Commissioner at his offie at
Alamogordo, N. M . on March 4. 1905. vie:
Placido Haca Hd. E. No. 3223 for the W SWK
Sec. 21 T. 15 S. R. 11 E. N. M. P. Mer.
lie names the following witnesses to prove The Karlleet laiteraatlaaal
his continuous residence upon and cultivation
(
i Was Held 1st 1T20.
ol said land, viz:
Tbe earliest record of an internaLorenzo Garcia, of La Luz, N. M.
"
'
Alex Hill, of
tional baud contett Is of one held in
" " "
Jesus Borunda, of '
Casimiro Caudrlaria.of Alamogordo. N M tbe year 1720 between tbe bands of
1st. itisl.JS,
Metiólas (alies, Register, Handel and Buononcini, a gifted Hal
Ian composer, wbo by Ida friends and
admirers was declared to be Infinitely
Development of Child Nature.
superior to tbe German matter. Tbe
The most effectual way to avoid the king headed the partisans of tbe Gertemptation to wrongdoing is to till the man and tlie Prince of Wtles those of
mind, the heart, and the life full of the Italian artist. The controversy has
rightdoinj'. The inculcation of good
manners and good morals will be the been perpetuated In tbe lines of John
inevitable result of this thorough devel- - Byron, a popular poet of bis day:
optnent of the whole nature of the child
Some say. compared to Buononcini.
That Mynheer Handel's but a ninny.
to be realized in the school of the future.
Others aver that he to Handel
And for the part that horticulture
Is scarcely fit to hold a candle.
will take in the work of the school of
Strange all this difference should be
the future and the moral lesson it will
'Twin tweedledum end tweedledee.
teach tbe child, let us listen to these
An international band contest on a
words of Henry Ward lleecber:
"The sun does not shine for a few much larger scale was held in connectrees and flowers only, but for the wide tion with the Paris exhibition of 180T,
world's joy. The lonoly pine on the In Which selected bands from Austria,
mountain top waves Its dark bougs and Havana. Baden. Iteigiuni. France. Holcries, "Thou art my sun!' The grain in land. Spain and llussln competed in
the held calls out, "Thou art my sun
the presence of .'10.1100 visitors. Btissia
"God sits glorious in heaven, not for
a favored few, but for all: and there Is took the first print!, closely followed by
no creature so poor or so low that he France and Austria.- - London' Standard.
may not look up with childlike trust
eiraonliles Delay.
and say, '.My rather, Thou art mine! '
"Why should we expect religion,"
says Sir John Lubbock, "to solve iues-tiou- n
Itoh Ringworm.

30,800.

..,...

with reference to the origin and
E. T. Lucas, Wlngo, Ky., writes
April 25th, 1902: "For 10 to 12 years I destiny of the universe? We do not
had been afflicted with a malady known expect the most elaborate treatise to
as the 'itch. The itching was most tin tell us the origin of electricity or of
bearable; I had tried for years to find heat. Natural history throws no light
relief, having tried all remedies 1 could on the origin of life. Has Bibliology
hear of, besides a number of doctors. ever professed to explain existence?
I wish to state that one single applicaSiuionides was asked nt Syracuse by
tion of Ballard's Snow Liniment cured
me completely and permanently. Since Hiero who or what God was, when be
then I have used the liniment on two requested a day's time to think of his
separate occasslor.s for ring worm and answer. On subsequent days he alIt cured completely. 25, 50c ond (1.00 ways doubled the time required for debottle. Sold by r. (J. Holland.
liberation, and when Hiero inquired
tbo reason be replied that the longer
Oet Rid of the Force Wasters.
be considered tbe subject tbe more obDobt Is a great force waster; because scure it appeared."
very few men or women can be heavily
in debt without worrying or being anx- The Seyehelles Inlsndn.
lus. If you are so deeply Involved that
The Seychelles islnnds form an archiIs
It
Impossible to extricate yourself pelago of 114 islands and are situated
without going through bankruptcy
1,400 wiles east of Aden and
then take your bitter medicine, and about
start again, no matter who criticises or 1,000 miles from Zanzibar. They rise
denounces you. Pay your debt in full teeply out of the sea, culminating In
afterward, when you are able.
Get tbe isle of Mahe, which is about 3,000
rid of all vitality sappers. If you have feet above tbe level of the ocean and
tasen an uniortunate step, retrace It if is nearly the center of tbe group. All
you can. If you have made a mistake, tbe islnnds are of coral growth. The
remedy it as far as It Is in power to do so; houses are built of a anecies of
massive
but when you have done your best, let
square

GEO. C BRYAN, R. D.
PRACTICE LIMITED
To General Surgery
and Diseases of Women.
Office Honrs: 3 to 5 In the afternoon.
Office in new First Nat. Bank building
Alamogordo, N. M.

C. H.

Waldschmidt,

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON.
Office over Holland's Drng Store.
N. M.
Alamorgordo,

HS3"aaaafcL

JjSgl'jMitp

E. M. ABBOTT,
CoQtractor and Builder
Plans and Estimates
Furnished.
-

Alamogordo,

-

New Mexico.

-

Dr H. R. Clark, D. D. S.
Resident Dentist.
Office over Warren & Co., east suite.
Alt work guaranteed.

J. P. Saulsberry,
General Blacksmith.

t TIH

118. GILBERT

Practical Rene Sheer.
RfiSDEL,

of Repair Work Dana
Promptly.

All Kinds

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
Office : Upstairs In the Gilbert Huilding
Phone 13. Alaniojrordo, N. M.

LODGE No. 24, A.
SACRAMENTO
& A. M.. Recalar Communication
every Thursday night on or before
kmcev u mu uiuuh.
Go. c. Bryan. W. M.
Chas. E. BeaMey. Sec'y.

I.

J. L

UWS0N,

I?

.

Attorney-at-law-

Practice in alt the courts of New Mexico.
Rooms. A and B, Avis Bultdinir.
Alamogordo,

E,

EARL

New Mex.

SIDEBOTTOM,

Attorney-at-law-

,

Alamogordo,

Haw Max.

BYRON SHERRY

Attorney

j Office

AT

Bonanza Nines
For Sale at a Bargain.
No mere "prospect" but miner
al in sight. You, see what you
buy.
A. J. Smith.

Law

np stairs, old bank building.

Mountain Farm

S. SHEPHERD
O. S. Commissioner

14

Notary Public
Alamogordo, N. M

blocks which
the thing drop forever. Do not drage coral bewn into
its sKeieton aiong wun you. jNever al- gllsitn like white marble.
low what Is dead and should be burled
His Rraioi.
to keep bobbing up and draining off
Judge Ton let tbe burglar go to aryour me capital in worry or vain regrets,
Policeman
success.
rest un automobillst?
Tes. Tbe automobillst pays a fine and
adds to tbe resource of tbe state. The Oldest established house in Alamogordo
Fraud Exposed.
burglar goes to prison, and the state
A few counterfeiters have lately been
Fa Ma RH0MBERG,
making and trying to sell Imitations of bas to pay for bis keep. Kliegende
lit. King's Mew. Discovery for Consump Blatter.
tlon, Coughs and Colds, and other tried
Watchmaker, Jeweler and gradiclnes, thereby defrauding the public.
Her Vletlat.
uate Optician.
This is to warn you to beware of such
Nell You are simply making a fool (Chief
watch Inspector E. P. N. E. System.)
people, who seek to profit, through of young Hr. Sapbedde.
Belle Ob.
stealing the reputation of remedies well, I'm probably only saving some Spectacles and Eyeglasses propwhich have been successfully curing
erly fitted.
Philadelphia
disease, for over 35 years. A sure pro- other girl the trouble.
EYES TESTED FREE.
tection, to you. Is our name on tbe Record.
wrapper. Look for It, on all Dr. King's
To His Credit.
or Bucklen's remedies, as all others are
Comer Jewelry Store.
He So yon are under tbe Impression
mere Imitations. H. E. BUCKLEN fe
CO., Chicago, II)., and Windsor, Canada that I am a woman hater of tbe worst
At ail druggists.
sort? she-N- o.
of tbe beat sort. You
Health
Bay you never intend to marry. Puck.
Means tbe ability to do a good day's
How To Make Money.
Kindness la greater than laws, and work, without undue fatigue and to find
Agents of either sex should today the charities
of life are more than all life worth living. Yon cannot have Inwrite Marsh Manufacturing Co., 538
digestion or constipation wltbuut its
Lake Street, Chicago, for cuts and parti ceremonies Talmud.
upsetting tbe blood. Such a condition
colar of their handsome Aluminum
may be best and quickest obtained by
The BaslMBs Man,
Card Case with your name engraved on
Herblne, the best liver regulator that
It and Hied with loo Calling or Business
"Don't you think he rather likes me?" the world haa ever known. Mrs. D. W.
Cards. Everybody orders them. Sample
"Oh, well enough to consent to your Smith writes, April 3, 1002: "I use HerCase and 100 Cards, postpaid, 40c. This marriage to his daughter,
but I don't blne, and Hnd It the best medicine for
Case and 100 Cards retail at 75 oents. think you'd
better try to borrow any constipation and regulating the liver I
Send 40c. at once for case an! 100 cards. money
ever used." Price 50 cents.
go
from
Post.
him."-Chica-

ÁmmVLmmWÍBmm.

For Sale Cheap.
Six spring of purest water, fHf
acres in cultivation. Good fences,
good houses a bargain.
A. J. Smith, Highrull.

I. JERIYK0WSK.I

Merchant Tailor
Hue Tailoring a Specialty
Next to Post

Office,

Alamogordo.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
District Attorney for Don Ana. Otero,
Grant. Sierra and Lana Conattss
Practice is the Territorial coarta. Ü. 8. 1
Office and courts ol Tens and Arlioja.
P. O. Address:
Las Cruces, Msw Ussier

J. E WHITH,
Attorney

at

ta.

I do a general practice hi all territorial,
courts. Including- - ths
and federal
. ...
iT.it.rf a..im m ...
prompt, personal attention to all business.

a Late

ti

J. QUINLIVEN

eVSON.

MUCK AMD 8TONK CONTRACTORS.
Will dom class Brick asé Stose wore
a short notice end at seasonable rates.
ALAMOGORDO

W MEXICO

